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Preface

The intent of this publication is to provide adult education
instructors with information on the numerous tests and measurement
instruments which are currently available.

Ir. determining the tests which are placed in this book we attempted
to be quite thorough. Communication was initiated with approximately 350
adult education teachers in Pennsylvania and others throughout the country.
We ask that they make suggestions of tests which they felt were useful and
effective in their respective instructional settings. This produced a list of
tests which were then sent to all the state directors of adult education and
various other state and federal agencies with a request that they make
additional recommendations. After receiving their response we
corresponded with the publishers and suppliers of the test instruments.
Some of the tests recommended were no longer in print or were unavailable
from the distributors. Some publishers did not respond to our request and
some tests are currently under revision. This is not intended to be a
complete listing of all adult education tests but represents a conscientious
effort to be comprehensive.

The resulting information represents a summary of information of
many tests. For most of the tests we give the following information: test
title, purpose of test, test description, type of test, grade level range.
subject area, time for administration, number of items, number of forms,
scoring, date of publication, cost of materials and publisher's name address
and phone number.

We feel that our booklet will provide the adult education practitioner
with a good base of information which will enable them to effici3ntly
determine and select the appropriate instrument for their specific
situation.

The table of contents displays the tests by type of test. In cases
where a test might fall in more than one category we have placed a
description of that test in each area. The index lists all of the tests in an
alphabetical fashion.

We hope that our booklet will become a useful and helpful tool of the
adult education community.
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Test Title-AAMD Adaptive Behavior Scale

1. purpose of test-Measures the independent functioning of daily
activities and maladaptive behaviors related to personality, A behavior
rating scale for the mentally retarded.

2. Intsfurerlatim-A rating scale that can be administered by teachers,
psychologists, and mental retardation workers to measure an individuals
daily functioning and behavior for education and habilitation. Assesses
the behavior of all levels of mental retardation.

3. Type of test-Placement and diagnostic

4. Grade_level range-ungraded; from ages 3 through 69

5. Mint area(s)-independent functioning and personality

6. lime for administration-approximately 1 hour

7. Number of Items-Part 1 consists of 10 major areas, part 2 consists
of 14 major areas.

8. Number of forms-1

9. Scoring-manual

10. Date of publication-Revised in 1975

11. Cost materia booklet--package of 10 scales @ $17.00,
package of 100 scales @ $85.00, answer sheets--none (part of the
scale booklet), manual--$6.50

12. Publisher's name. address and phone-Elbern Publications
Order Services Center
P.O. Box 09497
Columbus, OH 43209
(614) 235-2643
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Test Title-Baltimore County Design Test (BCD)

1. Purpose of test-A strong diagnostic/prescriptive test that pinpoints
prereading skills adults must master before they enter a formal reading
program.

2. Test description-The BCD test is made up of 21 criterion-referenced
subtests, and proviCes rapid assessment of strengths, weaknesses, and
deficiencies in specific prereacling skills. Features phonics-based
material, sight-word recognition, word analysis, and a language
experience approach.

3. Type of test- D i ag no stb

4. Grade level range-Aimed at adults with a 0-4.0 reading level.

5. eject area(- Background (functional) knowledge, alphabet
recognition and reproduction, auditory perception and discrimination,
visual perception and discrimination and sight vocabulary

6. limeipLAcninatratlon-2-3 hours

7. Number of Items-21 subtests divided into five batteries of tests

8. Number of forms-five (student booklet, adminstrator's manual, three
workbooks based on the test.)

9. Scoring-manual (multiple choice format)

10. Date of publication-1982

. 11. Cost d materials -test booklet--$2.75, manual--$10.50, and
Entering the Reader's World 1, 2 & 3- -$4.25

12. EublishafsnamgangtAtignvphone- Cambridge Book Company
888 Seventh Avenue
New York, NY 10106
(800) 221-4764
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Test Title-Basic English Skills Test

1. Purport of test-The B.E.S.T. is a test of basic functional language
skills for limited English speaking adults, including non-literates.

2. Test description-The test is in two sections. The Core Section is ari
individually administered interview requiring 10-20 minutes per
examinee, which includes a series of simulated real-life listening
comprehension and speaking tasks. The Literacy Skills Section, which
may be administered either individually or on a group basis, includes
functional reading and writing tasks, such as filling out a check and
reading clothing labels.

3. Type of test-Placement and diagnostic

4. Grade level rang - estimated at 0-7 for the Literacy Skills Section
and 0-3 for the Core (which is designed for use with non-literates)

5. eject area(11-Listening, speaking, reading and writing

6. Time for administration-Core-10 to 20 minutes, Literacy--1 hour

7. Number of Items-Core--50 items, Literacy--58 items

8. Number of forms-4 forms

9. Scoring-manual

10. pate of publication-Form A--1981, Form B, C and D--1984

11. Cost of materials-Complete Kit--test administration manual,
examinee photograph booklet, 20 examinee Core Section booklets, 20
Literacy Skills Section booklets, 20 Literacy Skills Section Scoring
sheets, 20 Core Section Scoring sheets--$35.00

12. Publisher's name. address and phone-The Psychological Corp.
555 Academic Court
San Antonio, TX

78204-0952
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Test T3tle-Basic Inventory of Academic and Survival Skills

1. Purpose of test-The purpose of the BIASS is to gather practical
relevant information regarding functional literacy from adults for use in
vocational planning.

2. Test description-The BIASS uses a variety of standardized and non-
standardized measures to assess reading, spelling, arithmetic, language
and survival skills.

3. Type of test-Achievement and diagnostic

4. Grade level range-reading decoding, reading comprehension, spelling,
writing, arithmetic computation, language, signs, want ads and maps

5. Subject area(s)-reading decoding, reading comprehension, spelling,
writing, arithmetic computation, language, signs, want ads and maps

6. Time for administration-about 1 hour and 50 minutes

7_ Number of items-varies

8. Number of forms-varies

9. Scoring-manual

10. Eutljiligrinameaddremandamns-American Guidance
Publishers' Bldg.
Circle Pines, MN 55014
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West Title-BOTEL Reading Milestones Test: Advanced SubtestsLevel of
Comprehension

1. Purpose of teat-BOTEL determines the instructional level of the
student

2. Test descrtption-five sets of 10 sentences, the student responds by
choosing a synonym for the underlined word or phrase in each sentence

3. %lags! test- Diagnostic and placement

4. Grade leveLranae-3 through 12

5. subject area(s)-reading

6. Time for administration-10 to 20 minutes

7. Number of Items-50

8. Number of forms-2

9. Scoring-manual

10. Pate of publication-1981

11. Cost of materials-package of 30 test booklets and manual--$15.00

12. Publisher's name address and phone-Botel/Sheppard Associates
36 Foxglove Road
Levittown, PA 19056



Test Title-BriganceR Diagnostic Assessment of Basic Skills Spanish
Edition

1. Purpose of test-A resource for bilingual, ESL, and migrant programs
used to identify true language dominance, measure attainment of basic
academic skills and to distinguish English proficiency from learning
disabilities through assessment selections based upon student needs
and program requirements.

2. Test description-The manual has ten tab-divided sections containing
102 detailed assessments to be given in English or Spanish and for
individual or group administration. It includes al testing forms and
instructions for assessing specific skills and recording at each test
level instructional objectives for the students.

3. Type of test-Placement, diagnostic and achievement

4. Grade level range-k-8

5. Subject area(sl-readiness, speech, functional word recognition, oral
reading, reading comprehension, word analysis, listening, writing and
alphabetizing, numbers & computation, measurement

6. Time for administration-varies with individual needs and program
requirements.

7. Number of Items-102

8. Number of forms-102 plus 2 language dominance forms and 7 grade
level screening forms in the taster manual

9. Scoring-manual

10. Date of publication-1983

11. Cost of materials-manual with 10 student record books--$99.00,
record books (10)--$17.00, record books (100)4165.00, class record
book--$6.95, sampler book--free, video tape inservice--free loan

12. Publisher's name. address and phone-Curriculum Associates, Inc.
5 Esquire Road
North Billerica, MA 01862
(617) 667-8000



Test TItle-BriganceR Diagnostic Inventory of Basic Skills

1. Psoomaireg-Measures attainment of basic academic skills from
competency evaluations, mainstreaming, program placcment, and
developing IEP's in compliance with PL94-142.

2. Test descrIptIon-The tester manual contains all testing forms and
tester instructions for 203 basic academic skills, assessments, and
correlating instructional objectives organized by developmental and
sequential order into 22 tab-divided sections. Test selections for group
or individual administration are based upon student needs and program
requirements.

3. Type of test-Placement, diagnostic and achievement

4. Grade level range-k through 9

5. Subject area(st- readine 3, speech, word recognition, grade
placement, oral reading, reading comprehension, listening, functional
word recognition, word analysis, reference skillP, graphs & maps,
spelling, writing, math grade placement, numbers, number facts, whole
number computation, fractions & mixed numbers, Decimals, percents,
word problems, metrics, and math vocabulary

6. Time for administration-varies with individual needs and program
requirements

7. Number of Items-203

8. Number of forms-203 and 51 post tests in the tester manual

9. Scoring-manual

10. Date of publication-1983

11. Cost of materials- manual with 10 student record books--$99.00,
record books (10)--$17.00, record books (100)--$165.00, sampler
book--free, video tape inservicefree loan

12. Publisher's name. address and phone-Curriculum Associates, Inc.
5 Esquire Road
North Billerica, MA 01LS2
(617) 667-8000
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Test Title-Cambridge - GED -Micro-ccmputer pre-test - Writing and mat l
skills

1. Purpose of tea-Evaluates students level of mastery in math and
writing skills.

2. Test descriptionDiagnosis specific skill deficiencies, prescribes a
course of instruction and gives a comprehensive record of each students
progress.

3. Type of test-Diagnostic

4. car range-pre GED-GED

5. Subject area(s)-math and writing skills

6. Time for Admjadridgikstudents own pace, any order

7. brumber_gfitemp-2 software programs

8. Number of forms-3 parallel forms of 13 math and 15 writing tests so
student never has to take the same test twice.

9. Scoring-both manual and machine

10. Date of publication-1984

11. Cost of materials -test booklet--(2) disks @ $96.00 each
manual--(2) manuals @ $7.50 each

12. Publisher's name. address ansi phone-Cambridge Book. Company
888 Seventh Ave
New York, NY 10106
;212) 957-5300



Test Title-Clarke Readina Self-Assessment Survey

1. Purpose of test-A diagnostic counseling tool that asks students to
assess their language skills prior to beginning their first college
semester.

2. Test tleactlatIgn-The SAS points out strengths and weaknesses in
reading, conceptualization, and written expression. It also provides
suggestions for skill improvement.

3. Type of tej- Diagnostic

4. Grade level range-High school through college

5. Subject area(sl-reading/language

6. Time for administration-1 hour

7. Number of Items-65

8. Number of forms-1

9. Scoring-manual

10. Ilaigmfjuthil tril 978

11. Cost of materialtTest booklet-- package of 10 for $25.00

12. Publisher's name. addressind phone-Academic Therapy
Publications

20 Commercial Blvd.
Novato, CA 94947
(415) 883-3314
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Test THle-Diagnostic Math Test for Math Activity Program Series

1. Purpose of test-Diagnosis weaknesses and strengths of students'
computational skills. Whole numbers through basic algebra.

2. lest description- Diagnostic/Prescriptive test for appropriately
placing and developing educational plan for students. Scoring is quick
and easy using a cut out overlay. Diagnosis is easy using the inventory
sheet.

3. Type of test-Placement and diagnostic

4. Grade level rang6-0.0 to adult

5. Subject area(s)-mathematics

6. Time for administration-untimed, varies with each student

7. Number of Items-100 items

8. Number of form -1

9. Scoring.-manual (with cut out key)

10. pate of publication-1981

11. Cost of materlals-test booklet--set of 25 for $25.00, answer
sheetspackage of 100 for $10.00, manual--none necessary, inventory
sheets for placement--package of 100 for $15.00

12. Publisher's name. address and phone-G & G Publishers, Inc.
#63 , Route 7
Hopewell Junction, NY 125J3
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Test Title-Diagnostic Reading Test Battery

1. Purpose of test-To identify functionai reading !nVn!S hot oraNy
silently.

-nri
......, ....

2. Test description-The DRTB is an invaluable series of individual
diagnostic reading tests, which combine the test booklet and answer
sheet in a one time use throw-away with a tear-off summary sheet with
student name at top/side for speedy filing and retrieval, and sub-tests,
the criterion-referenced test, as a pull-out. The manual of directions,
the test plates, and the reading passages are re-usable, making the
complete test very economical.

3. Type of test-Diagnostic

4. ramie level range-0 through college

5. Subject area(s)-reading

6. Time for administration-25-45 minutes

7. thin b e r of Items-120 oral, 120 silent, 160 word recognition

8. Number of forms-1

9. Scoring-manual

10. Date of publication-1981

11. Cost of materials-The complete examiner's kit--$12.35, criterion-
referenced test--package of 20 for $4.00, manual--$2.00, test booklet and
answer sheet combined--package of 20 for $12.25

12. publisher's name. address and phone-Basic Education Trade House
P.O. Box 3102
Greeley, Colorado

80633-3102
1-303-351-0791



Test Title-Diagnostic Reading Test of Word Recognition Skills

1. Purpose of test-This group test provides classroom teachers (and
reading teaciliers acid specialists working with smaller groupsiwith an
individual diagnosis of word recognition skills.

2. Test description-Measures the degree to which an individual has
mastered word recoetion skills in 12 areas: letter recognition,
beginning sounds, whole word recognition, words within words, speech
consonants, ending sounds, blending, rhyming, vowel, discriminate
guessing, spelling, sight words. The test can be administered in one to
three hours depending on group size and reading level.

3. Type of test-Diagnostic

4. Grade level range-1 through 4

5. Sutject area(s)-reading

6. Time for administration-Can be administered in 1 to 3 hours
depending on group size and reading level.

7. Number of Items-395

8. Number of forms-1

9. Scoring-students record their answers in the test booklet. Scores are
then graphed on an individual skill profile, and overall class
performance is recorded on the separate class composite.

10. Date of publication-1973

11. Cost of materialttest booklet--package of 25, plus class record-
$15.50, manual--$4.00, cut out scoring overlay--#9.50

12. Publisher's name. address and phone-American Guidance Service
Publishers' Building
P.O. Box 99
Circle Pines, MN

55014-1796
1-800-328-2560
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Test Title-Diagnostic Screening Test: Language

1. Purpose of test-DSTL is designed as a quick, valid method for
AqtiMatirla overall achievement level in written language and more
specifically, skill mastery levels in grammar, punctuation,
capitalization, sentence structure and formal spelling rules.

2. Test description -A wide-range test with items from early primary
through Jr. College Level. DSTL can be administered in any of three
ways: 1.) examiner can read questions while subject listens only, 2.)
subject may read test by him or her self, 3.) subject may read along and
mark his or her copy while examiner reads items aloud. A rapid pretest
or short form is included. Individual or group setting

3. Type of test-Diagnostic

4. Grade level range -1 through 13

5. Subject area(s)-grammar, punctuation, capitalization, sentence
structure, and formal spelling rules

6. Time for administration-5 to 10 minutes

7. Number of forms-1

8. Scoring-manual

9. Cost of materials; DSTL kit--manual and DSTL-2S--$.17.00, test
form--package of 50 for $16.00

10. publisher's name. address and phone-Slosson Educational
Publications, Inc.

P.O. Box 280
East Aurora, NY 14052
716-652-0930
800-828-4800
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Test Title-Durrell Analysis of Reading Difficulty (New Edition)

1. Purpose of test-an individually administered diagnostic test,
consisting of an series of tests and situations in which theme examiner can
obsevo, in do:il, various aspects of a child's reading beavior,

2. Test description-The analysis includes observations and evaluation of
the following reading abilities: oral reading, silent reading, listening
comprehension, listening vocabulary, word recognition/word analysis,
spelling, auditory analysis of words & word elements, pronunciation of
word elements, visual memory of words, prereading phonics ability.

3. Type of test-Diagnostic

4. grade level rang.-grades 1-6

5. Subject area(s)-reading

6. Time for administration-approximately 30-45 minutes (untimed)

7. Number of Items-Multiple item series of tests

8. Number of forms-one form available

9. Scoring-DARD is hand-scored with appropriate information provided in
the test manual and on the individual record form. No scoring services
are available. DARD cannot be machine-scored.

10. Date of publication-1980

11. Cost of materials-Examiner's kit: 5 record booklets, tachistoscope,
reading booklet, and manual--$35 10

12. Publisher's name. address and phone-Harcourt Brace Jovanovich
The Psychological Corp.
555 Academic Court
San Antonio, TX

78204-0952

2(l
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Test Title-ESL Oral Assessment (ESLOA)

1. Purpose of test-To assess student's ability to speak and understand
English.

2. Test description-The test provides easy-to-use flip chart format
student sees picture, while tutor sees directions and questions. At
level 4, the test assesses student's ability to form the past and future
tenses, and to respond to questions in the conditional tense.

3. Type of test-Diagnostic

4. Grade level range-four levels (no English to level 4)

5. S bject area(s)-Conversational English

6. Time for administration -If "no English", test terminates, otherwise,
30 minutes

7. Number of items- Approximately 10 questions in each of four levels

8. Number of forms-one 2-sided page

9. Scoring-Manual scoring

10. Date of publIcatIon-1980

11. Cost of ma;arlals-test booklet--$6.00, answer sheets--package of
50 for $2.00

12. Publisher's name. address and ph,one - Literacy Volunteers of
America, Inc.

404 Oak Street
Syracuse, NY 13203
(315) 474-7039
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Test Title-Everyday Skills Test

1. Purpose of test-Measures knowledge of life-skills necessary to
successfully perform everyday life tasks.

2. Test descrIptIon-Seven tests - Purchasing habits, budgeting, banking,
job-search skills, job related behavior, home management, and health
care. Tel tests are orally administered to groups of 20 or less. TEL
Reins are multiple-choice (three choices)

3. Type of test-Diagnostic

4. ciradragygliAlia-7 through 12 and adults

5. Subject area(sl-reading, math

6. Time for administration-2 hours (timed)

7. Number of forms-2 forms

8. Scoring-manual and CompuScan

9. Date of publicatIsllk1 979

10. cost of materlaig-Specimen set: includes examiner's manual with
answer kfay and technical report, and one test book--$10.00

11. Publisher's name. address and phone-CTB/MCGraw-Hill
2500 Garden Road
Monterey, CA 93940
1-800-538-9547
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Test Title-Gates-McKillop-Horowitz Reading Diagnostic Tests

1. Purpose of test-To help the teacher and learning specialist examine
the oral reading, spelling, and writing skills of children.

2. Test description -A test battery containing 15 individually
administered tests.

3. Type of test-Diagnostic

4. Grade level range-1 through 6 (can also be used with older students)

5. Subject areasl-Reading, writing and spelling

6. Time for administration -1 hour

7. Number of Items-13

8. Number of forms-1

9. Scoring-manual

10. attolzthilgatio-1981

11. Cost of materlalstest 000klet--$3.75, answer sheets--$7.50
(package of 30), manual--$1.00, kit--test materials, 1 pupil record
booklet, manual of directions--$3.50

12. Eublisheaming,Elgirgmandphme-Teachers College Press
1234 Amsterdam Avenue
New York, NY 10027

18 23



Test Title-Gilmore Oral Reading Test

1. Purpose of test-an individually administered instrument that provides
a comprehensive measurement of reeding ability. Assesses the oral
reading abilities of students.

2. lest description-Measures accuracy, comprehension, and rate of
reading ability. Not suitable for group use.

3. Type of test-Placemont and diagnostic

4. Grade level range- grades 1-8

5. lagramgat-Measures accuracy, comprehension, and rate of
reading ability.

6. Time for administration-approximately 15-20 minutes (untimed)

7. Number of itemq-The spiral-bound booklet of reading paragraphs and
the manual of directions are needed for each child tested.

8. Number of forms-Two alternate am' equivalent forms (C & D)

9. Scoring-manual (No scoring services are available)

10. Date of publication-1968

11. Cost of materials-Examination kit: manual, record blank--$6.00, 25
record blanks (C or D)--$16.00, manual--$3.50

12. Publisher's name. address and phone- Harcourt Brace Jovanovich
The Psychological Court
San Antonio, TX

78204-0952
(512) 299-1061
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Test Title-Johnston Informal Reading Inventory

1. purpose of test-The JIRI's purpose is to provide busy classroom
teachers a rational compromise betwean the efficiency of group testing
and the advantages of informal reading inventories.

2. Test description-The JIRI is a "high-interest' IRI, designed for
reluctant readers. It can be administered in a traditional manner, or,
more importantly, it can be administered with an innovative and time-
saving, group administrative procedure.

3. Type of test-Placement and diagnostic

4. Grade level range-2 through 10

5. Subject area(sl-reading, language arts, adaptive education, adult
education

6. Time for administration-30 to 90 minutes, depending upon oxtent of
information sought

7. Number of Items-Comprehension-7 tc 10 per passage, vocabulary-10
per level

8. Number of forms-Comprehension passages--3, vocabulary--2

9. 5saring- m an u al

10. Cost of materials-test booklet--$9.95 (reproducible)

11. pmblisheammgatirgwtUjignii -Educational Publications
P.O. Box 41870
Tucson, AZ 8.,717

20
25



Test Title-Johnston Informal Reading Inventory

1. Purpose of test-To provide teachers with a practical method of
placing students into suitable instructional materials, with respect to
reading levels.

2. Test description-Five types of comprehension questions are asked:
main idea, detail, vocabulary, cause-effect, and inference. All of the
comprehension questions (excluding the vocabulary ones) are passage
related.

3. Type of test-Diagnostic

4. grige level range-junior high through adult levels

5. Subject area(s)-Reading

6. Number of forms-Three separate forms (B, C, and L)

7. Scoring-manual

8. Date of pablication-1982

9. Publishers name. address and phone-Educational Publications
P.O. Box 41870
Tucson, Arizona 85717

21 2



Test Title-Jordan Oral Screening Test

1. Purpose of test-To determine the level of mastery of phonetic skills
(ability to sound out words in reading).

2. Test description - Untimed. Intended to give ample time for mental
rehearsing and searching before sounding the word. Measures phonetic
fluency from grade one through grade thirteen.

3. Type of test-Diagnostic

4. Grade level range-1 through 13

5. Subject area(sl-phonetic analysis

6. Time fQr administration-varies according to decoding pace of each
student

7. Number of items-130

8. Number of forms-1

9. Scoring-manual

10. Date of publication-1976

11. Cost of materials-Dyslexia in the Classroom. 2nd edition--$14.95

12. Publisher's 1 : me. address and phone-Charles E. Merrill Publishing
Company

1300 Alum Creek Drive
Columbus, Ohio 4-216
(614) 258-8441



Test Title-Jordan Vision Screening Test for Binocular Control for
Sustained Reading and Writing

1. Purpose of test-To identify eye focusing irregularities that interfere
with reading.

2. Test description-Simple step-by-step procedures that show how the
eyes team together as the student reads.

3. Type of test-Diagnostic

4. Grade level range-all ages

5. subject area(s)-dyslexia

6. Time for administration-approximately 5 minutes

7. Number of Items-4

8. Number of forms-1

9. lurIng-manual

10. pate of publicatiort-1977

11. Cost of materlais-Dyslexia in the Classroom. 2nd edition--$14.95

12. Publisher's name. address and phone-Charles E. Merrill Publishing
Company

1300 Alum Creek Drive
Columbus, Ohio 43216
(614) 258-8441

2324



Test Title-Jordan Nritten Screening Test for Specific Reading Disability

1. Purpose of test-To identify dyslexic patterns in spelling, copying,
writing, drawing, and rhyming.

2. Test description- Underlying dyslexic tendencies are seen in the
student's encoding effort.

3. Type of test-Diagnostic

4. Grade level range-3 through adult

5. Subject area(s)-dyslexia

6. Time for administration-approximately 30 minutes

7. Number of items-18

8. Number of

9. Scoring-manual

10. Date of publication-1977

11. remstgfinatedits-Dyslexia in the Classroom. 2nd edition--$14.95

12. Publisher's name, address and phone-Charles E. Merrill Publishing
Company

1300 Alum Creek Drive
Colurr :us, Oh 43216
(614) 258-8441



Test Tit le-Keymath Diagnostic Arithmetic Test

1. Purpose of test-This comprehensive instrument assesses three basic
areas of mathematics--content, operations, and applications. Individual
assessment of arithmetic skills. Diagnosis chiidrens' arithmetic skills
to identify areas of weaknesses for remedial instruction.

2. Test description-Fourteen subtests enable educational diagnosticians,
math specialists, chapter I (Title I) and LD specialists, to pinpoint a
student's strengths and weaknesses and to identify those areas where
remediation is needed.

3. Type of test-Diagnostic

4. grade level range- preschool through 6th grade

5. Subject area(s)-Three basic areas of mathematics: content,
operations, and applications, are assessed

6. Time for administration -30 to 40 minutes

7. Number of Items-depends on student's functional range

8. Number of forms-1

9. Scoring-machine (Diagnostic records are scored, and an alphabetical or
ranked class list report is prepared.

10. Date of publication -1976

11. Cost of materials-Complete Keymath Test kit: lase! kit, test items,
manual, and package of 25 diagnostic records-$53.50

12. Publisher's name. address and phone-American Guidance Service
Publisher's Building
P.O. Box 99
Circle Pines, MN

55014-1796
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Test Title-Learning Efficiency Test

1. Purpose of iglt-A measure of visual and auditory memory
characteristics that is useful in determining memory deficits that may
be related to learning problems in the classroom.

2. Test description-Two subtests assess visual and auditory memory.
For each subtest, both ordered and unordered recall are assessed under
three recall conditions: immediate, short term, and long term recall.

3. Type of test-Diagnostic

4. Gradeievel range-Ages 3 1/2 to adult

5. Subject arga(11-memory and intelligence

6. Time for administration-12-15 minutes

7. Number of Items-18

8. Number of forma-1

9. Scoring-manual

10. Date of publication-1981

11. Cost of materials-answer sheets--package of 25 for $7.00, manual-
-$12.00, stimulus cards--$8.50

12. Publisher's name. address and phone-Academic Therapy
Publications

20 Commercial Blvd.
Novato, CA 94947
(415) 883-3314



Test Title-Mastery Review for Basic Essentials of Mathematics (pt. 1 &
pt. 2) Third Edition

1. Purpose of test-The Mastery Reviews indicate how well the student
has mastered the concepts and skills presented in the text. Areas
needing additional work will be determined.

2. Test description-The Reviews provide numerous examples of skills
taught in the text. The four basic math operations are addressed in Part
1 using whole numbers, fractions, decimals and word problems. Part 2
extends to include percents, measurement and formulas, ratios,
proportion, and simple equations.

3. Type of test-Achievement and diagnostic

4. Grade level range -5 through 9

5. Subject area(s)-math

6. Tlme for administration-none

7. Number of Items-part 1--398, part 2--266

8. Number of forma-1

9. Scoring-manual

10. Date of publication-1986

11. Cost of materials-worktext--$3.42

12. Publisher's name. address and phone-Steck-Vaughn Company
P.O. Box 2028
Austin, TX 78768
(512) 343-8227



Test Title-McCarthy Individual Diagnostic Reading Inventory

1. Purpose of test-The McCarthy Inventory is an economical placement
and planning tool for classroom and reading teachers. Test items reveal
an individual pupil's reading level.

2. Test description-Part one consists of reading passages from primer
through grade twelve levels. Oral questions for each story draw on
fifteen specific comprehension and thinking skills which are itemized
for effective teaching. Part two is an optional survey of basic phonic
skills.

3. Type of test-Achievement, placement and diagnostic

4. Grade level range-primer through grade 12

5. Subject area(sl-reading, comprehension

6. Time for administration-approximately two hours

7. dumber of itenn-four sections

8. Number of forms-12 forms, and 1 class record sheet

9. Scoring-manual

10. Pate of publication-1976

11. Cost of materials-teacher administration booklet--$6.50, individual
reading forms--$7.50, information booklet--$2.40, pupil booklet--
$1.60

12. Publisher's name. address and phone-Educators Publishing
Service, Inc.

75 Moulton Street
Cambridge, MA
02238-9101
617) 547-6706
1-800-225-5750
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Test Title-O'Donnell, Adult Informal Reading Inventory

1. Purpose of test-Establish the reading levels of ABE students

2. Test description-Administer on informal reading inventory consisting
of a word recognition test and graded oral and silent reading selections.
Tests establish functional literacy levels.

3. Type of test-Diagnostic

4. Grade level range-0-6

5. Subject area(sl-basic reading

6. Time for administration-10-15 minutes

7. Number of items -2 parts--word recognition and reading

8. Number of forms-1

9. Scoring- manual

10. Date of aublicalign-1979

11. Cost of materials-test booklet, answer sheets--$3.00

12. Publisher's name. address and phone-Reading Associates
P. 0. Box 304
Gorham, ME 04038
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Test Title-Placement Inventory for Breakthrough to Math Series

1. Purpose of test-The Placement Inventory is a diagnostic test for
assesssing the student's math skills and weaknesses in order to pinpoint
the math level at which the student should begin the Breakthrough to
Math program.

2. Test description-the test is made up of 140 questions with sections
correlated to the four levels of the Breakthrough to Math program. An
eight-questions "Locator" test given before the Placement Invento. y
determines whether the student can pt.lorm the basic math operations
of adding, subtracting, multiplying and dividing. The results of this
brief screening device determine which section of the Placement
Inventory the student should begin with. Administer one section at a
time of the Inventory.

3. Type of test-Placement and diagnostic

4. Grade level range-remedial and adult

5. Subject areas) -Math level 1--Basic operations with whole numbers;
Level 2-- Working with fractions, percents and decimals, Level 3--Basic
algebra, Level 4- -Basic geometry

6. Time for ac', ninistration-open

7. Number of Items-Total of 140 questions divided into 4 separate
sections correlated to the four levels in the series.

8. Number of forms-2--Locator and Placement Inventory

9. Boring-manual

10. Date of publication-1983

11. Cost of materials-test booklet--$1.00, answer sheets - -in manual,
manual-Teacher's Directory 1-4--$3.00, checkups for each level-30
to 50 cents each

12. Publisher's name. address and phone-New Readers Press
Division of Lauback Literacy

International
1320 Jamesville Avenue
Box 131
Syracuse, NY 13210



Test Title-Pomona Evaluation Profile

1. Purpose of test-Pomona tracks the educational development of
severely and profoundly developmentally disabled students.

2. Test description-A competency based assessment instrument

3. Type of test Evaluation

4. subject areas) -motor skills, self-care skills, independent living
skills

5. Number of Items-33

6. Number of forms-66

7. Scoring- manual

8. rate of publicatiorA 985

9. Cost of materials-the materials can be duplicated on a copier

10. Publisher's name. address and phone-Pomona Un!iied School
District

Pomona Adult & Vocationa
Education

605 N. Park Avenue
Pomona, CA 9176
(714) 629-2551 (X-243)



Test Title- Pre -GED Tests ("pre" and "post" tests)

1. purpose of test-Gives advanced ABE students solid preparation in
basic skills before, they enter a formal GED program. Adaptive-style in-
book pretest stimulates the format of the actual GED. Each of the three
books in the pre-GED series (Language Arts, reading, and math) contains
its own version. Each book ends with a second form intended as a post-
test to measure achievement.

2. Iratglgutglign-The series contains three instructional programs, a
text each in reading, language and math skills. Learning is accomplished
through developmental instruction-diagnosis, targeted instructional
segments, immediate practice drills, and chapter review.
Supplementary exercise books are also available.

3. Type of test-Diagnostic

4. Grade level range-5.0 to 6.0 readability level

5. Subject area(s)-reading, language and math skills

6. Time for administration-varies

7. Number of Items- three texts-each with three diagnostic tests and
three evaluative tests

8. Scoring-both manual and machine (answers and explanations for all
questions are in all the instruction and exercise books).

9. Date of publication-1983

10. cost of materials -test booklet--(3) texts--4.95@
answer sheets--(3) exercise books--$3.20@

11. Publisher's name. address and phone-Cambridge Book Company
888 Seventh Avenue
New York, NY 10106
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Test Tit le-Reading Evaluation Adult Diagnosis (READ)

1. Purpose of test -To place students at appropriate teaching levels.

2. Test description-A diagnostic tool for assessing the adult student's
reading needs and progress.

3. Type of tea-Diagnostic and placement

4. Grade 1r ..el range-non reader to 5.5

5. Subject area(sl-Reading

6. Time for administration-10 to 30 minutes depending on student's
ability

7. Number of Items-24

8. Number of forms-8 pre-test forms, 9 post-test forms

9. Scoring-manual

10. Date of publication-1982 revised

11. Cost of materials-READ test (1 book, 1 answer pad)--$5.50

12. publishers name. address and phone-Literacy Volunteers of
America, Inc.

404 Oak Street
Syracuse, NY 13203
(315) 474-7039



Test Title -SORT - Spadafora Diagnostic Reading Test

1. Purpose of test-Provides a comprehensive assessment of reading
skills.

2. Test description-Four subtests assess word recognition, oral reading
and comprehension, silent reading comprehension and listening
comprehension. The SDRT can be used for screening or for a thorough
diagnosis of reading skills.

3. Type of test-Achievement, placement and diagnostic

4. Grade level range-Grades 1 through 12 and adult

5. Subject irgati-reading/language

6. Time for administration-screening: 30 minutes/Diagnosis: 60
minutes

7. Number of Items-Only a selected range of items need be administered
(approximately 200 total items)

8. Number of forms-1

9. Scoring-manual

10. Date of publication-1983

11. Cost of materials-test booklet--package of 10 for $15.00, manual- -
$12.50, and test plates-417.50

12. Publisher's name. addrminaphong-Academic Therapy
Publications

20 Commercial Blvd.
Novato, CA 94947
(415) 883-3314
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Test Title-Social and Pre-vocational Information Battery

1. Purpose of test-Consists of a series of 9 tests designed to assess
knowledge of skills and competencies widely regarded as important for
the ultimate community adjustment of mildly mentally retarded
students.

2. Test description-The 9 SPIB tests are directly related to 5 long-
range goals of work-study or work experience programs in secondary
schools:

Long Range Goals--employability --Job search skills & job-
related behavior; economic/self sufficiency--banking, budgeting and
purchasing; family living--home management and physical health care;
personal habits--hygiene and grooming; communication--functional
signs

Test is orally administered

3. Type of test-Diagnostic

4. Grade level rant* -6 and above

5. Subject area(sl-budgeting, job skills, home and health care

6. Time for administration-approximately 15-25 minutes for each of
the 9 SPIB tests

7. Number of Items-Each test has 26-30 items (277 items)

8. Number of forms-1 form (2 editions)

9. Scoring-both manual and machine

10. Date of publication-1985

11. Cost of materials-test booklet--$15.00 for 20 hand-scored, $19.00
for 20 machine-scored, manual--$2.50

12. Publisher's name. address and phone-CTB/McGraw Hill
2500 Garden Road
Monterey, CA 93940

1-800-538-9547
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Test Title - Stanford Diagnostic Mathematics Test (SDMT)

1. Eurpose of test-SDMT is designed to measure pupils' progress in basic
mathematics concepts and skills; used to identify the needs of each
pupil so that the appropriate instructional strategies and techniques can
be provided.

2. Test description-Measures competence in the basic concepts and
skills that are important in daily affairs and prerequisite to the
continued study of mathematics. Suitable for group use.

3. Type of test-Diagnostic

4. Grade level rang -1.5 through 12

5. Subject area(s)- mathematics

6. Time for administration-depends on grade level

7. Number of forms-two equivalent and alternate forms (G & H)

8. Scoring -both manual and machine

9. RAIL apublicatIon-1984

10. Cost of materials-examination kit: test booklet, manual for
interpreting, instructional placement report, directions for
administering--$10.00, test booklet--$4.50

11. Publisher's name. address and phone-Harcourt Brace Jova-ivich
The Psychological Corn.
555 Academic Court
San Antonio, TX 78204-0952
1,512) 299-1061
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Test Title-Stanford Diagnostic Reading Test

1. Eurpose of test-This test diagnosis pupils' specific strengths and
weaknesses in reading.

2. Test description-Measures the major components of the reaeng
process in a hierarchical fashion to facilitate a diagnostic-prescriptive
approach to reading instruction in terms of instructional priorities.
Content: word reading, reading comprehension, auditory discrimination,
phonetic analysis, structural analysis, auditory vocabulary, vocabulary,
word parts, reading rate, and scanning and skimming.

3. Type of test-Diagnostic

4. Grade level range-1.5-13

5. Subject area(sl-reading (comprehension, decoding, vocabulary, and
rate)

6. Time for administration-depends on grade level

7. !limber of Items-multiple item test on four aspects of reading

8. member of forms-two alternate and equivalent forms (G & H)

9. Scorina-both machine and hand scorable

10. Date of

11. Cost of materials-Examination Kit: Text booklet, instructional
placement items for administering, manual for interpreting, order
form--$10.00

12. Publisher's name. address and phone-Harcourt Brace Jovanovich
The Psychological Corp.
555 Academic Court
San Antonio, TX 78204-0952
(512) 299-1061
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Test Title-Steck-Vaughn Placement Survey for Adult Basic Education

1. purpose of test-The placement survey lb designed to determine the
reading levels of adults so that they can be placed into appropriate level
reading materials.

2. Test description-The test is a multiple choice survey in the areas of
reading, math, and grammar. Upon completing the test, the student can
be prescribed into instructional material that is appropriate.

3. Type of fat-Placement and diagnostic

4. Grade level range-0 through 4 and 4 through 8

5. Subject areas) -math, reading, and grammar

6. Time for administration-1 hour

7. Number gfiteml-Form I-K--105, Form II-M-141

8. Number of forms-2

9. Scoring-manual

10. Date of publication-1981

11. Cost of materlalstest booklet--$66.00 for a set of 25, manual--
$6..7,3 for a set of 50, other--$6.00

12. Publishers name. address and phone-Steck-Vaughn Company
P.O. Box 2028
Austin, TX 78768
(512) 343-8227
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Test Title-Tests of Adult Basic Education

1. Purpose of test-Assess the level of skill of adults in basic reading,
language, and mathematics areas for the purposes of placing the
examinee in an educational program appropriate for instruction for an
examinee, evaluating instruction in a program or for a person, or
research.

2. Test description-in various levels there are tests of: Reading
vocabulary, reading comprehension, language mechanics, language
expression, spelling, mathematics computation, and mathematics
concepts and applications. A locator test tells which level of the main
battery of tests to administer. Scores are grade equivalents or scale
scores.

3. Type of test-Achievement, placement, and diagnostic

4. Grade level range-1976 edition--2.6-9.6, 1986 edition-2.6-12.9

5. Subject area(s)-reading vocabulary, reading comprehension, language
mechanics, language expression, spelling mathematics computation, and
mathematics concepts and applications.

6. Time for administration-2 1/2 hours

7. Number of forms-2 1967 edition, 2 1976 edition, 2 1986 edition, and
a 1986 shorter survey form

8. Date of publication-1967, 1976, 1986

9. Scoring-hand-scoring for all edition, microcomputer scanning and
scoring for 1986 edition.

10. Cost of materials-test booklet--$12.50 for 25 tests, set of scoring
stencils--$7.50

11. Publisher's name. address and phone-CTB/MCGraw-Hill
2500 Garden Road
Monterey, CA 93940
(408) 649-8400
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Test Title-The High School Equivalency Exam
General Educational Development

1. Purpose of test-Provides solid developmental instruction and testing
in the five areas of the GED test.

2. Test descriptIon-Available in English and Spanish. Begins with a 3
1/2 hour predictor test to evaluate strengths and weaknesses. The text
integrates diagnosis, instruction, explanation, reinforcement, and
evaluation and includes self coaching, test making techniques, and self-
pacing. The post test is a simulated full-length GED test.

Cambridge also carries individual subject tests that give simulated
tests and practice reinforcement. Everything in these subject books is
completely different from the materials in our comprehensive volume
GED text.

3. Type of test-Achievement and diagnostic

4. Grade level range-6.0 to 7.0 readability level

5. Subject area(sl-writing skills, reading skills, social studies and
mathematics

6. Time for administration-3 1/2 hour pretest, 6 1/2 hour simulated
CED

7. Number of forms-1 comprehensive text (The High School Equivalency
Exam), 5 individual subject tests, and five exercise books

8. Scoring-both manual and machine

9. Date of publication-1981

10. Cost of materials- comprehensive test--$7.45, individual subject
tests(5)--$5.25, exercise books(5)--$3.20, writing skills supplement
the high school equivalency exam--$1.65, and N. Y. S. GED writing
sample --$1.95

11. Publisher's name. address and phone-Cambridge Book Company
888 Seventh Avenue
New York, NY 10106
(212) 957-5300
(212) 957-5300
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Test Title-Wide Range Interest - Opinion Test

1. purpose of test-To obtain a non-verbal assessment of vocational
interests along with several more general attitude factors.

2. Test descriptlori-150 pages with three pictures on each page with
forced choice of activity most liked and least liked. Results are age and
sex-normed clusters of vocational interest.

3. Type of tests-Diagnostic and interest

4. Grade level range -1 through post-college

5. Subject area(s}-vocational interests

6. Time for administration-45 minutes

7. Number of Items-150

8. Number of forms-3 (1 answer sheet, 1 profile sheet, 1 !est booklet)

9. Scoring-both manual and machine

10. Cost of materials-test booklet--$12.00
answer sheets--$10.50 (pkg. of 50)
manual--$24.50
scoring stencils--$39.95
report forms -$10.50 (pkg. of 50)

11. Publishers name, address and phone-Jastak Associates
1526 Gilpih Avenue
Wilmington, DE 19806
1-800-221-WRAT
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Test Title- Woodcock- Johnson Psycho-Education Battery

1. Purpose of test-The Woodcock-Johnson Psycno-Educational Battery
delivers comprehensive assessment in the areas of cognitive ability,
scholastic aptitude, academic achievement, and interest level.

2. Test descriptiort-The Woodcock-Johnson is the only individually
administered test battery with common norms on intelligence,
achievement, interests and adaptive behavior. High reliability, validity,
and extensive research and standardization make the WJ an assessment
system of the highest technical quality.

3. Type of test-Comprehensive

4. Grade level range-ages 3-80

5. Subject area(s)-broad cognitive ability, verbal ability, reasoning,
perceptual speed, memory, reading, math, written language, and
knowledge aptitude

6. Time for 2 hours (untimed)

7. Number of Items-over 300 test items

8. Number of forms-two

9. Scoring-manual or computer scoring available

10. Pate of publication-1977

11. Cost of materials-test booklet--$79.00, answer sheets--$20.00 for
25 response booklets, manual--$10.50 each (2), complete program-
$155.00 (test booklets 1 and 2, 50 response booklets, examiner's
manual 1 and 2)

12. Publisher's name. address and phone-DLM, Inc.
One OW Park
Allen, Texas 75002
(214) 248-6300



Test Title-Woodcock Reading Mastery Tests/Form A (WRMT)

1. purpose of test-WRMT is an individually administered battery of tests
for measuring important aspects of reading ability

2. Test description-Consist of five individually administered reading
tests.
WRMT is designed for individual use. Two forms (G & H) test items are
each contained in a test book, a convenient easel which allows the
examiner to display test items to the examinee while reading the
directions and correct responses on the other side. Three test records
are available (G, H and GH).

3. Type of test-Diagnostic

4. Grade level range-kindergarten through 12

5. Subject area(sl-Reading

6. Time for administration-30 to 45 minutes

7. Number of Items-400 item test

8. Number of forms -two forms (G & H)

9. Boxing-both manual or machine

10. Date of publication-1973

11. Cost of materials-Woodcock Reading Mastery Tests kit--Form A:
Includes Form A easel kit with 160 test pages, 400 items, manual,
package of 25 response forms--$45.75.

12. Publisher's name. address and phone-Richard W. Woodcock,
Author

American Guidance Service
Publishers' Building
P.O. Box 99
Circle Pines, MN

55014-1796
1-800-328-256G
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Test Title-AAMD Adaptive Behavior Scale

1. Purpose of test-Measures the independent functioning of daily
activities and maladaptive behaviors related to personality. A behavior
rating scale for the mentally retarded.

2. Test description-A rating scale that can be administered by teachers,
psychologists, and mental retardation workers to measure an individuals
daily functioning and behavior for education and habilitation. Assesses
the behavior of all levels of mental retardation.

3. Type of test-Placement and diagnostic

4. Grade level ranee- ungraded; from ages 3 through 69

5. Subject area(s)-independent functioning and personality

6. Time for administration-approximately 1 hour

7. Number of Items-Part 1 consists of 10 major areas, part 2 consists
of 14 major areas.

8. Number of forms-1

9. Scoring-manual

10. Date of publication- Revised in 1975

11. Cost of materials -test booklet--package of 10 scales @ $17.00,
package of 100 scales @ $85.00, answer sheetsnone (part of the
scale booklet), manual--$6.50

12. Publisher's name. address and phone-Elbern Publications
Order Services Center
P.O. Box 09497
Columbus, OH 43209
(614) 235-2643



Test Title-Basic English Skills Test

1. Purpose of test-The B.E.S.T. is a test of basic functional language
skills for limited English speaking adults, including non-literates.

2. Test description-The test is in two sections. The Core Section is an
individually administered interview requiring 10-20 minutes per
examinee, which includes a series of simulated real-life listening
comprehension and speaking tasks. The Literacy Skills Section, which
may be administered either individually or on a group basis, includes
functional reading and writing tasks, such as filling out a check and
reading clothing labels.

3. Type of test-Placement and diagnostic

4. Grade level range-estimated at 0-7 for the Literacy Skills Section
and 0-3 for the Core (which is designed for use with non-literates)

5. Subject area(s1-Listening, speaking, reading and writing

6. Time fQr administration-Core-10 to 20 minutes, Literacy--1 hour

7. Number of Items-Core-50 items, Literacy--58 items

8. NumbeLof forms-4 forms

9. Scoring-manual

10. pate of publication-Form A-1981, Form B, 0 and D--1984

11. Cost of materials-Complete Kit- -test administration manual,
examinee photograph booklet, 20 examinee Core Section booklets, 20
Literacy Skills Section booklets, 20 Literacy Skills Section Scoring
sheets, 20 Core Section Scoring sheets--$35.00

12. Publisher's name. address and phone-The Psychological Corp.
555 Academic Court
San Antonio, TX

78204-0952
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Test Title-BOTEL Reading Milestones Test: Advanced Subtests--Level of
Comprehension

1. Purpose of test-BOTEL determines the instructional level of the
student

2. Int description-five sets of 10 sentences, the student responds by
choosing a synonym for the underlined word or phrase in each sentence

3. Type of test-Diagnostic and placement

4. Grade IeveLranae -3 through 12

5. Subject area(sl-reading

6. Time for administration-10 to 20 minutes

7. Number of Items-50

8. Number of forms-2

9. Scoring-manual

10. Date of publication-1981

11. Cost of materials-package of 30 test booklets and manual--$15.00

12. Publisher's name address and phone-Botel/Sheppard Associates
36 Foxglove Road
Levittown, PA 19056



Test Title-BriganceR Diagnostic Assessment of Basic Skills Spanish
Edition

1. Purpose of test-A resource for bilingual, ESL, and migrant programs
used to identify true language dominance, measure attainment of basic
academic skills and to distinguish English proficiency from learning
disabilities through assessment selections based upon student needs
and program requirements.

2. Test description-The manual has ten tab-divided sections containing
102 detailed assessments to be given in English or Spanish and for
individual or group administration. It includes all testing forms and
instructions for assessing specific skills and recording at each test
level instructional objectives for the students.

3. Type of test-Placement, diagnostic and achievement

4. Grade level range-k-8

5. Subject area(s)-readiness, speech, functional word recognition, oral
reading, reading comprehension, word analysis, listening, writing and
alphabetizing, numbers & computation, measurement

6. Time for administration-varies with individual needs and program
requirements.

7. Number of Items-102

8. Number of for;q2-102 plus 2 language dominance forms and 7 grade
level screening terms in the tester manual

9. Scorina- manual

10. Date of publication-1983

11. Cost stnitigriall-manual with 10 student record books--$99.00,
record books (10)--$17.00, record books (100)4165.00, class record
book--$6.95, sampler book--free, video tape inservice--free loan

12. Publisher's name. address and phone-Curriculum Associates, Inc.
5 Esquire Road
North Billerica, MA 01862
(617) 667-8000



Test Title-BriganceR Diagnostic Inventory of Basic Skills

1. Purpose of test-Measures attainment of basic academic skills from
competency evaluations, mainstreaming, program placement, and
developing IEP's in compliance with PL94-142.

2. Test description-The tester manual contains all testing forms and
tester instructions for 203 basic academic skills, assessments, and
correlating instructional objectives organized by developmental and
sequential order into 22 tab-divided sections. Test selections for group
or individual administration are based upon student needs and program
requirements.

3. Type of test-Placement, diagnostic and achievement

4. Grade level rarwe-k through 9

5. Subject area(s)- readiness, speech, word recognition, grade
placement, oral reading, reading comprehension, listening, functional
word recognition, word analysis, reference skills, graphs & maps,
spelling, writing, math grade placement, numbers, number facts, whole
number computation, fractions & mixed numbers, decimals, percents,
word problems, metrics, and math vocabulary

6. Ilmejoiniminisiritign-varies with individual needs and program
requirements

7. Number of Items-203

8. Number of forms-203 and 51 post tests in the tester manual

9. Scoring-manual

10. Pate of publication-1983

11. Cost of materials- manual with 10 student record books--$99.00,
record books (10)--$17.00, record books (100)--$165.00, sampler
book--free, video tape inservice--free loan

12. publishers name. address and phone-Curriculum Associates, Inc.
5 Esquire Road
North Billerica, MA 01862
(617) 667-8000



Test Title-Career Ability Placement Survey (CAPS)

1. purpose of test-CAPS is an abiloo battery which is keyed to
occupational clusters for use in career exploration and educational
planning.

2. Test description-CAPS is a comprahensivc mur: dimensional battery
designed to efficiently measure abilities keyed to entry requirements
for the majority of jobs in each of fourteen occupational clusters. The
CAPS provides 8 five minute tests: mechanical reasoning, spatial
relatjons, verbal reasoning, numerical ability, language usage, word
knowledge, perceptual speed and accuracy and manual speed and
dexterity. The CAPS yields scores that are interpreted independently as
well as in terms ci career and educational lecision-making worksheets.

3. Type of tests-Ability and placement battery

4. Grace level range-Junior high, high school, college and adults

5. Subject area(s)-Career guidance

6. Time for administration-50 minutes

7. Number of Items-440, 8 tests within one battery ranging from 20 to
over 300 items

8. J'imber of forms-2

9. Scoring -both manual and machine scoring available (EDITS machine)

10. Date of publication-1976, 1979, 1981

11. Cost of materials-test booklet-self-scoring--package of 25 at
$50.00, package of 100 at $193.00, pack 4e of 500 at $650.00 per
package, machine-scoring--package of 25 at $30.00, package of 100 at
$102.00, package of 500 at $495.00, CAPS specimen set--$6.50,
,manual- -$1.50

12. Publisher's name. address and phone-EDITS
Atn.: Lisa Lee, Ph.D.
P.O. Box 7234
San Diego, CA 92107
(6 i 9) 222-1666
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Test Title- Diagnostic Math Test for Math Activity Program Series

1. Purpose of test-Diagnosis weaknesses and strengths of students'
computational skills. Whole numbers through basic algebra.

2. Test description- Diagnostic/Prescriptiva test for appropriately
placing and developing educational plan for students. Scoring is quick
and easy using a cut out overlay. Diagnosis is easy using the inventory
sheet.

3. Type of test-Placement and diagnostic

4. Grade level range-0.0 to adult

5. Subject area(s)-mathematics

6. Time for administration-untimed, varies with each studcat

7. Number of Items-100 items

8. Number of forms-1

9. Scoring-manual (with cut out key)

10. Date of publication -1981

11. Cost of materials-test booklet- -set of 25 for $25.00, answer
sheetspackage of 100 for $10.00, manual--none necessary, inventory
sheets for placement--package of 100 for $15.00

12. Publisher's names address and phone-G & G Publishers, Inc.
#63 , Route 7
Hopewell Junction, NY 12533



Test Title-EDS Diagnostic Skill Leo 31 Inventory for Advanced Mathematics

1. Purpose of test-To assess mathematics skills

2. Test description-A test with three sub-tests: mathematics
computation, mathematics concepts and mathematics applications

3. Type of test-Achievement and placement

4. Grade level range-5-8

5 Qubject area(s)-mathematics

6. Time for administration -1 hour

7. Number of Items-mathematics computation-32, concepts-28,
applications-30

8. Number of forms-pre instructional and post instructional

Scoring-manual

10. Date of publication-1979

11. Cost of materials -test booklet-- $18.00 for a package of 20, answer
sheets--$10.00 for a package of 100, manual $2.25, specimen set-
$5.75

12. Publisher's name. address and phone-Educational Diagnostic
Services, Inc.

P.O. Box 347
Valparaiso, IN 46383



Test Title -EDS Diagnostic Skill Level Inventory for Advanced Reading

1. Purpose of test-To assess reading/language skills

2. Test description-A test with four sub-tests: word meaning,
paragraph meaning, spelling and language

3. lysaaptg-Achievement and placement

4. Grade level range-5-8

5. 5.1 bJect areasl-reading/language

6. Time for administration-1 hour

7. Number of Items-word meaning-20, paragraph meaning-118, spelling-
20, language-60

8. Number of forms-pre instructional and post instructional

9. Scoring-manual

10. Pate of publication-1979

11. Cost of materials-test booklet--$18.00 for a package of 20, answer
sheets--$1C.00 for a package of 100, manual $2.25, specimen set- -
$5.75

12. Publisher's name. address and phone-Educational Diagnostic
Services, Inc.

P.O. Box 347
Valparaiso, IN 46383



Test Title-EDS Diagnostic Skill Level Inventory for Basic Mathematics

1. Purpose of test-To assess math skills

2. Test aescriplIon-A test with three sub-tests: mathematics
computation, mathematics concepts and mathematics applications

3. Type of test-Achievement and placement

4. Grade level range-0-4

5. Subject area(11-mathematics

6. Time for administration-1 hour

7. Number of Items-computation-32, concepts-28, applications-30

8. Number of forms-pre instructional and post instructic.ial

9. Scoring-manual

10. Date of publication-197P

11. Cost of materials-test booklet--$18.00 for a package of 20, answer
sheets--$10.00 for a package of 100, manual $2.25, specimen set-
$5.75

12. Publisher's name. address and phone-Educational Diagnostic
Services, Inc.

P.O. Box 347
Valparaiso, IN 46383
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Test Title-EDS Diagnostic Skill Level Inventory for Basic Reading

1. Purpose of test-To assess reading/language skills

2. Test description-A test with four sub-tests: word meaning,
paragraph meaning, spelling and language

3. Type of test-Achievement and placement

4. Grade level range-0-4

5. Subject area(s)-reading/language

6. Time for administration-1 hour

7. Number of Items-word meaning-20, paragraph meaning-18, spelling-
20, language-60

8. Number of forms-pre instructional and post instructional

9. Scoring-manual

10. Date of publicatica-1979

11. Cost of materials -test booklet--$18.00 for a package of 20, answer
sh9ets--$10.00 for a package of 100, manual $2.25, specimen set-
$5.75

12. Publisher's name. address and phone-Educational Diagnostic
Services, Inc.

P.O. Box 347
Valparaiso, IN 46383
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Test Title-EDS Diagnostic Level Inventory for Pre-reading

1. Purpose of test-To assess academic level of non-readers.

2. Test description-A test with three subtests: pictures, letters and
words. For non-English speaking, special education classes, and new
readers.

3. Type of test-Achievement and placement

4. Grade level rarTe-0

5. Subject area(s)-vocabulary, letters of alphabet, bec;nning vocabulary

6. Time for administration-15 minutes

7. Number of items-pictures--16, letters--26, words--20

8. Number of forms-pre instructional and post instructional

9. ScorIrT-manual

10. Date of publication-1980

11. Cost of materials-test booklet--$18.00 for a package of 20, answer
sheets--$10.00 package of 100, manual--$2.25, specimen set--$7.25

12. publisher's name. address and phone-Educational Diagnostic
Services, Inc.

P.O. Box 347
Valparaiso, IN 46383

. (219) 464-2239



Test Title-EDS Diagnostic Skill Level Inventory for Science

1. Ejupose of test-To assess skills in science at the GED/High Schooi
Level.

2. Test description-A test with seven sub-tests: introduction to
physics, chemistry, geology, astronomy, biology and physiology

3. inailiat-Achievement and placement

4. Grade level range-GED/High School 9-12

5. Subject area(s1-Science comprehension

6. Time for administration-1 hour

7. Number of Items-40

8. Number of forms-Pre instructional and post instructional

9. Scoring-manual

10. Date of publication-19,Z

11. Cost of materials-test book let-- $18.00 package of 20, answer
sheets--$10.00 package of 1( 0, manual--$2.25, specimen set--$6.25

12. Publisher's name. address and glignfi-Educational Diagnostic
Services, Inc.

P.O. Box 347
Valparaiso, IN 46383
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Test Title-EDS Diagnostic Skill Level Inventory for Social Studies

1. purpose of test-To assess skills in social studies at the GED/High
School level.

2. Test description-A test with six sub-tests: introduction to U.S.
History, economics, geography, government, and behavioral sciences.

3. Type of test-Achievement and placement

4. Grade level range-GED/High School 9-12

5. Subject area(sl-social studies

6. Time for administration-1 hour

7. Number of Items -60

8. Number of fism-Pre instructional and post instructional

9. Scoring-manual

10. Date of atiblication-1978

11. Cost of materials-test booklet--$18.00 package of 20, answer
sheet--$10.00 package of 100, other--$2.25, specimen set--$6.25

12. publisher's name. address and phone-Edcuational Diagnostic
Services, Inc.

P.O. Box 347
Valparaiso, IN 46383



Test Title-EDS Diagnostic Skill Level Inventory for Writing Skills

1. purpose of test-To assess writing skills at GED/High School Level

2. Test description-A test with six sub-tests: grammatical usage,
mechanics, spelling, sentence structure, diction/style, and
logic/organization.

3. Type of test-Achievement and placement

4. Grade level range-GED/High School 9-12

5. Subject area(sl-writing skills

6. Time for administration-1 hour

7. Number of Items-65

8. Number of forms-pre instructional and post instructional

9. Scoring-manual

10. pate of

11. Cost of materials-test booklet--$16.00 for a package of 20, answer
'..,iieets--$10.00 for a package of 100, manual, specimen set--$6.25

12. Publisher's name. address and phone-Educational Diagnostic
Services, Inc.

P.O. Box 347
Valparaiso, IN 46383
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Test Title-EDS Skill Level Inventory for Mathematics

1. Purpose of test-Assess mathematics skills at the GED/High School
level

2. Test description-A test with four sub-tests: basic functions, algebra,
geometry and applications

3. Type of test-Achievement and placement

4. caradaleadianag-GED/High School 9-12

5. Subject area(g-mathematics

6. Time tgvadministration-1 hour

7. Number of items-40

8. Number of forms-Pre Instructional-Post instructional

9. Scoring-manua!

10. Date of publication-1975

11. Cost of materials-test booklet--$14.00 for a package of 20, answer
sheets--$10,00 for a package of 100, manual--$2.25, and specimen
set--$6.25

12. Publisher's name. address and phone-Educational Diagnostic
Services, Inc.

Post office Box 347
Valparaiso, IN 46383
(219) 464-2239
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Test Title-EDS Diagnostic Skill Levc1 Inventory for Reading Skills

1. Purpose of test-To assess reading/comprehension skills at GED/High
School level

2. Test description-A test with five sub-tests: general, reading,
practical reading, prose inter., poetry inter, and drama inter.

3. Type of test-Achievement and placement

4. Grade level range-GED/High School 9-12

5. Subject area(s)-reading comprehension

6. Time for administration-1 hour

7. Numbersditlai-65

8. Number of forms-pre instructional and post instructional

9. Scoring-manual

10. DitgAlpubjjratIgn-1978

11. Cost of materials-test booklet--$18.00 for a package of 20, answer
sheets--$10.00 for a package of 100, manual--$2.25, specimen set-
$6.25

12. Publisher's name. address and phone-Educational Diagnostic
Services, Inc.

P.O. Box 347
Valparaiso, IN 46383
(219) 464-2239
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Test Title-Gilmore Oral Reading Test

1. Purpose of test-an individually administered instrument that provides
a comprehensive measurement of reading ability. Assesses the oral
reading abilities of students.

2. Test description-Measures accuracy, comprehension, and rate of
reading ability. Not suitable for group use.

3. Type of test-Placement and diagnostic

4. Grade level range-grades 1-8

5. Subject area(s)-Measures accuracy, comprehension, and rate of
reading ability.

6. Time for administration-approximately 15-20 minutes (untimed)

7. Number of Items-The spiral-bound booklet of reading paragraphs and
the manual of directions are needed for each child tested.

8. Number of forms-Two alternate and equivalent forms (C & D)

9. Scoring-manual (No scoring services are available)

10. Pate of publication-1968

11. Cost of materials-Examination kit: mar ual, record blank--$6.00, 25
record blanks (C or D)$16.00, manual--$3.50

12. publisher's name. address and phone-Harcourt Brace Jovanovich
The Psychological Court
San Antonio, TX

78204-0952
(512) 299-1061
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Test Title-Initial Placement

1. Purpose of test-We have several tests developed for initial placement
in our materials. The initial placement for our Adult Reading
determines proper placement in the Reading Program for adults
functioning at 1-8 grade reading level.

2. Test description-The test is an aid to determine the appropriate
level of reading instruction for adults into our 16 book basic reading
skills program.

3. lyge of test-Placement

4. Grade level range-1 through 8

5. Subject area(sl-reading

6. Time for administration-none

7. Number of Items-62

8. Number of forms-1

9. Scoring- manual

10. Date of publication-1977

11. rag of mate; ! other--$9.60

12. Publisher's name. address and phone-Steck-Vaughn Company
P.O. Box 2028
Austin, TX 78768
(512) 343-8227
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'lest Title-Johnston Informal Reading Inventory

1. Purpose of test-The JIRI's purpose is to provide busy classroom
teachers a rational compromise between the efficiency of group testing
and ihe advantages of informal reading inventories.

2. lelt description-The JIRI is a "high-interest" IRI, designed for
reluctant readers. It can be administered in a traditional manner, or,
more importantly, it can be administered with an innovative and time-
saving, group administrative procedure.

3. Type of test-Placement and diagnostic

4. Grade level range 2 through 10

5. Subject area(s)-reading, language arts, adaptive education, adult
education

6. Time fa administration-30 to 90 minutes, depending upon extent of
information sought

7. tturnber of Items-Comps ension-7 to 10 per pas sage, vocabulary-10
per level

8. Number of forms-Comorehension passages--3, vocabulary--2

9. Scoring-manual

10. cost of materials-test booklet--$9.95 (reproducible)

11. Publisher's name. addrIss and phone-Educational Publications
P.O. Box 41870
Tucson, AZ 85717



Test TItle4 ,cCarthy Individual Diagnostic Reading Inventory

1. Purpose of test-The McCarthy Inventory is an economical placement
and planning tool for classroom and reading teachers. Test items reveal
an individual pupil's reading level.

2. Test description -Part one consists of reading passages from primer
through grade twelve levels. Oral questions for each story draw on
fifteen specific comprehension and thinking skills which are itemized
for effective teaching. Part two is an optional survey of basic phonic
skills.

3. Type of test-Achievement, placement and diagnostic

4. Grade level range-primer through grade 12

5. SubjecLargal-reading, comprehension

6. Time for administration-approximately two hours

7. Number of Items-four sections

8. Number of forms-12 forms, and 1 class record sheet

9. Scoring-manual

10. Date of publication-1976

11. Cost of materials-teacher administration booklet--$6.50, individual
reading forms--$7.50, information booklet--$2.40, pupil booklet--
$1.60

12. publisher's name, address and phone-Educators Publishing
Service, Inc.

75 Moulton Street
Cambridge, MA
02238-9101
617) 547-6706
1-800-225-5750
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Test Title-Nelson Denny Reading Test

1. Purpose of test-To assess student achievement and progress in
vocabulary, comprehension, and reading rate.

2. Test description-A reading survey test for high school and college
students and adults.

3. Type of test-Achievement and placement

4. Grade level range-High school, college and adults

5. Subject area(s)-reading

6. Time for administration-35 minutes

7. Number tfarma-2 (E & F)

8. Scoring-matual and machine scored

9. Date of publication-1981

10. Cost of materials-test booklet--$22.17 for a package of 35, answer
sheetsself-marking, package of 35-422.08, machine scorable,
package of 35--$15.12, manual--$5.13

11. Publisher's name. address and phone-The Riverside Publishing Co.
8420 Bryn Mawr Avenue
Chicago, IL 60631
(312) 693-0040 or
1-800-323-954C
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Test Title-Placement Inventory for Breakthrough to Math Series

1. Purpoba of test-The Placement Inventory is a diagnostic test for
assesssing the student's math skills and weaknesses in order to pinpoint
the math level at which the student should begin the Breakthrough to
Math program.

2. Test description-the test is made up of 140 questions with sections
correlated to the four levels of the Breakthrough to Math program. An
eight-questions "Locator" test given before the Placement Inventory
determines whether the student can perform the basic math operations
of adding, subtracting, multiplying and dividing. The results of this
brief screening device determine which section of the Placement
Inventory the student should begin with. Administer one section at a
time of the Inventory.

3. Type of test-Placement and diagnostic

4. Grade level range-remedial and adult

5. subject area(s)-Math level 1--Basic operations with whole numbers;
Level 2--Working with fractions, percents and decimals, Level 3--Basic
algebra, Level 4--Basic geometry

6. 1J.M2_12111s1M111121EitilgfroPen

7. Number of Items-Total of 140 questions divided into 4 separate
sections correlated to the four levels in the series.

8. Number of forms-2--Locator and Placement Inventory

9. Scoring-manual

10. Date of publication-1983

11. Cost of materials-test booklet--$1.00, answer sheets--in manual,
manual-Teacher's Directory 1-443.00, checkups for each level--30
to 50 cents each

12. Publisher's name. address and phone-New Readers Press
Division of Lauback Literacy

International
1320 Jamesville Avenue
Box 131
Syracuse, NY 13210
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Test Title-Reading Evaluation - Adult Diagnosis (READ)

1. Purpose of test-To place students at appropriate teaching levels.

2. Test gelarjaugn-A diagnostic tool for assessing the adult student's
reading needs and progress.

3. Type of test-Diagnostic and placement

4. _grade level range-non reader to 5.5

5. Subject area(sj-Reading

6. Time for administration-10 to 30 minutes depending on student's
ability

7. Number of Items-24

8. Number of form1-8 pre-test forms, 9 post-test forms

9. Scoring-manual

10. Pate of publication-1982 revis -,c1

11. Cost of materials, READ test (1 book, 1 answer pad)--$5.50

12. UAW esammicdrieuinathime-Literacy Volunteers of
America, Inc.

404 Oak Street
Syracuse, NY 13203
(315) 474-7039
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Test Title-SDRT - Spadafore Diagnostic Reading Test

1. Purpose of test-Provides a comprehensive assessment of reading
skills.

2. Test descrlptlort-Four subtests assess word recognition, oral reading
and comprehension, silent reading comprehension and listening
comprehension. The SDRT can be used for screening or for a thorough
diagnosis of reading skills.

3. Type of test-Achievement, placement and diagnostic

4. Grade level range-Grades 1 through 12 and adult

5. Subject area(s)-reading/language

6. Time for administration-screening: 30 minutes/Diagnosis: 60
minutes

7. Number of Items-Only a selected range of items need be administered
(approximately 200 total items)

8. Number of form.-1

9. Scoring-manual

10. Date of publication-1983

11. Cost of materials-test booklet--package of 10 for $15.00, manual- -

$12.50, and test plates--$17.50

12. Publisher's name. address and phone-Academic Therapy
Publications

20 Commercial Blvd.
Novato, CA 94947
(415) 883-3314
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Test Title-Steck-Vaughn Placement Survey for Adult Basic Education

1. Purpose of test -The placement survey is designed to determine the
reading levels of adults so that they can be placed into appropriate level
reading materials.

2. Test description-The test is a multiple choice survey in the areas of
reading, math, and grammar. Upon completing the test, the student can
be prescribed into instructional material that is appropriate.

3. Type of test-Placement and diagnostic

4. Grade level range-0 through 4 and 4 through 8

5. Subject areas} -math, reading, and grammar

6. Time for administration-1 hour

7. Number of Items-Form I-K--105, Form II-M-141

8. Number of forms-2

9. Scoring-manual

10. Date of publication-1981

11. Cost of materials-test booklet--$66.00 for a set of 25, manual--
$6.00 for a set of 50, other--$6.00

12. Publisher's name. address and phone-Steck-Vaughn Company
P.O. Box 2028
Austin, TX 78768
(512) 343-8227
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Test Title-Tests of Adult Basic Education

1. purpose of test-Assess the level of skill of adults in basic reading,
language, and mathematics areas for the purposes of placing the
examinee in an educational program appropriate for instruction for an
examinee, evaluating instruction in a program or for a person, or
research.

2. Test description -in various levels there are tests of: Reading
vocabulary, reading comprehension, language mechanics, language
expression, spelling, mathematics computation, and mathematics
concepts and applications. A locator test tells which level of the main
battery of tests to administer. Scores are grade equivalents or scale
Mores.

3. Type of test-Achievement, placement, and diagnostic

4. Grade level ranee -1976 edition--2.6-9.6, 1986 edition--2.6-12.9

5. Subject area(s)-reading vocabulary, reading comprehension, language
mechanics, language expression, spelling mathematics computation, and
mathematics concepts and applications.

6. Time for administration-2 1/2 hours

7. plumber of forms-2 1967 edition, 2 1976 edition, 2 1986 edition, and
a 1986 shorter survey form

8. pate of publication -1967, 1976, 1986

9. Scoring-hand-scoring for all edition, microcomputer scanning and
scoring for 1986 edition.

10. Cost of materials -test booklet-412.50 for 25 tests, set of scoring
stencils--$7.50

11. Publisher's name. address and phone-CTB/MCGraw-Hill
2500 Garden Road
Monterey, CA 93940
(408) 649-8400
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Test Title -Test that's not a Test

1. purpose of test-The T-NAT is for use in Adult Basic Education, is
designed to allow teachers and administrators to quickly estimate a
student's instructional reading level.

2. Test slorerfatign-The 5" X 8" test plates, along with the directions,
come in a protective, plastic packet for convenience and can be re-used
many times before replacement is necessary, making this one of the
least expensive test instruments on the market. Also included in the
Examiners kit is a pad of 20 student record forms.

3. Type of test-Placement

4. Grade level range -0 through 7

5. Subject area(s)-Reading

6. Time for administration-7-8 minutes

7. Number of forms-one

8. coring-bnanual

9. Date of publication -1974

10. Cost of materials-Complete examiner's kit is $7.95, set of five
pads--20 student record forms per pad is $5.95

11. Publisher's name. address and phone-Basic Education Trade House
P.O. Box 3102
Greeley, Colorado

80633-3102
1-300-351-0791
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ACHIEVEMENT TESTS



Test Title -Adult Basic Learning Examination

1. Purpose of ter ABLE is designed to measure the basic educational
achievement o, Adults who have not completed a formal eighth-grade
education.

2. Test description-Each level consists of 4 subtests: vocabulary,
reading, spelling, and arithmetic which includes computation and
problem solving. Vocabulary is dictated at all levels in order to provide
a measure that is independent of reading ability.

3. hype of test-Achievement

4. Grade level range-1-4, 5-8, 9-12

5. Subject area(s)-vocabulary, reading, spelling, and arithmetic

6. Time for administration - levels 1 & 2, untimed--approximately 2
hours, level 3--3 hours and 25 minutes

7. Number of forms -two equivalent forms (A & B)

8. ScorIng-ievels 1 & 2 are hand scored with appropriate keys, level 3--
IBM answer documents may be hand scored with keys or machine scored
locally

9. Ditailfpublicatilo-1974

10. Cost of booklet--$22.50 for 35 tests (level 1),
$23.50 for 35 tests (level 2), $23.75 for 35 tests (level 3),
examination kit-test booklet, handbook, group record--$12.50

11. pablisheammasigmating-Harcourt, Brace Jovanovich,
Publishers

The Psychological Corp.
555 Academic Court
San Antonio, TX

78204-0952
1-800-228-0752
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Test Title-Basic Inventory of Academic and Survival Skills

1. Purpose of test-The purpose of the BIASS is to gather practical
relevant information regarding functional literacy from adults for use in
vocational planning.

2. Test description-The BIASS uses a variety of standardized and non-
standardized measures to assess reading, spelling, arithmetic, language
and survival skills.

3. Type of test-Achievement and diagnostic

4. Grade level range-reading decoding, reading comprehension, spelling,
writing, arithmetic computation, language, signs, want ads and maps

5. Subject area(s)-reading decoding, reading comprehension, spelling,
writing, arithmetic computation, language, signs, want ads and maps

6. Time for administration-about 1 hour and 50 minutes

7. Number of Items-varies

8. Number of forms-varies

9. Scoring-manual

10. Publisher's name. address and phone-American Guidance
Publishers' Bldg.
Circle Pines, MN 55014
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Test Title-BriganceR Diagnostic Assessment of Basic Skills Spanish
Edition

1. Purpose of test-A resource for bilingual, ESL, and migrant programs
used to identify true language dominance, measure attainment of basic
academic skills and to distinguish English proficiency from learning
disabilities through assessment selections based upon student needs
and program requirements.

2. Test description-The manual has ten tab divided sections containing
102 detailed assessments to be given in English or Spanish and for
individual or group administration. It includes all testing forms and
instructions for assessing specific skills and recording at each test
level instructional objectives for the students.

3. Type of test-Placement, diagnostic and achievement

4. Grade leveLranae-k- 8

5. Subject area(s)-readiness, speech, functional word recognition, oral
reading, reading comprehension, word analysis, listening, writing and
alphabetizing, numbers & computation, measurement

6. Time for cdministration-varies with individual needs and program
requirements.

7. Number of Items-102

8. Number of forms-102 plus 2 language dominance forms and 7 grade
level screening forms in the tester manual

9. Scoring-manual

10. Date of publication-1983

11. Cost of materials-manual with 10 student record books--$99.00,
record books (10)--$17.00, record books (100)--$165.00, class record
book--$6.95, sampler book--free, video tape inservice--free loan

12. publIshers_narne, address and phone-Curriculum Associates, Inc.
5 Esquire Road
North Billerica, MA 01862
(617) 667-8000



Test Tltle-BliganceR Diagnostic Inventory of Basic Skills

1. Purpose of test-Measures attainment of basic academic skills from
competency evaluations, mainstreaming, program placement, and
developing IEP's in compliance with PL94-142.

2. Test describtIgn-The tester manual contains all testing forms and
tester instructions for 203 basic academic skills, assessments, and
correlating instructional objectives organized by developmental and
sequential order into 22 tab-divided sections. Test selections for group
or individual administration are based upon student needs and program
requirements.

3. Type of test-Placement, diagnostic and achievement

4. Grade level range-k through 9

5. Subject area(s)- readiness, speech, word recognition, grade
placement, oral reading, reading comprehension, listening, functional
word recognition, word analysis, reference skills, graphs & maps,
spelling, writing, math grade placement, numbers, number facts, whole
number computation, fractions & mixed numbers, decimals, percents,
word problems, metrics, and math vocabulary

6. Time for administrgtion-var;es with individual needs and program
requirements

7. Number of Items -2t)3

8. Number of forms-203 and 51 post tests in the tester manual

9. S;orIng-manual

10. Date of publication-1983

11. Cost of materials-manual with 10 student record books--$99.00,
record books (10)417.00, record books (100)4165.00, sampler
book--free, video tape inservice--free loan

12. Publisher's name. address and ohone-Curriculum Associates, Inc.
5 Esquire Road
North Billerica, MA 01862
(617) 667-8000



Test Title-California Adult Student Assessment System

1. Purpose of test-To provide for correct placement of student 'nto
program and level, monitoring of student progress, and certification of
competency attainment.

2. Test description-Three levels of rurvey achievement tests measure
student progress from beginning through advanced levels of ABE and ESL.
Two equivalent test forms are available for each program level. An
achie:ament scale permits measurement of student progress on an equal
interval scale. The test also provides criterionk:_.itent information
referenced to specific competency statements.

3. Type of test-Achievement

4. Grade level kang2-Beginning, Intermediate, Advanced levels for ABE &
ESL

5. Subject aroial-Community resources, consumer economics, health
and occupational knowledge

6. lintrjpreglmjnratio -1 hour

7. Number of ItemsLevel A--24, Level B--32, level C--38

8. Number of forms-2 forms per level

9. Scoring -both manual and machine scored (machine scoring uses
Scantron Mods, 1200)

10. Pate of publication-Fall 1984

11. Cost of materials-materials available with adoption or training
workshops prstv:ded by CASAS

12. Publisher's name, address and_rihone-CASAS Project
3249 Ford ham Street
San Diego, CA 92110
(619) 230-2975



Test Title-Diagnostic Math Test

1. P_UrpOS9 of test-Tests ability to perform mathematical operations for
structured problems in each of 9 categories considered essential for
competency in basic skills.

2. irst description-Four problems in each of nine categories cover
whole number operations, fractions, decimals, and percents. An
evaluation chart offers immediate visual reference to performance in
each sequential category and serves as a prescriptive guide for remedial
action.

3. Type of test-achievement

4. Grade level range-6 through 12 to adult

5. Subject area(s)-basic matrumatics

6. Time for administration-45 minutes

7. Numbetofitem.>1 four page test

8. umber of

9. Scoring-both machine and manual scored

10. Mats!jablIcatIon-1977

11. Cost cf materials-test booklet- -20 cents each, answer sheets-
included

12. Publisher's name. address and phone-Motivation Development inc.
Box 427
Bishop, CA gq514
(619) 873-..,03



Test Title-Diagnostic Screening Tests: Achievement

1. Purpose of test-DSTA is designed as a quick, valid method for
estimating practical data about student's overall school achievement
level.

2. Test clescrIptIon-DSTA measures 5 major aspects: general
knowledge, practical knowledge, sr,lence achievement, social studies
and literature and arts. Can be given in an individual or group setting.

3. lyge_a_test-Achievement

4. Grade leyej_range-K through 13

5. Subject area(si-practical knowledge, science achievement, social
studies, literature and arts, general knowledge

6. IlmetgLignitallitagfr5 to 15 minutes

7. Number of Items -108 item (multiple-choice)

8. Number of forms-1

9. Scoring-marual

10. Cost of materials -test booklet--50 for $16.00, examination kit-
manual, DSTA-25 for $27.00

11. Publisher's name. address i:nd phone-Slosson Educatioral
Publications, inc.

P. 0. Pox 280
East Aurora, NY 14052
1-716-652-0930
1-800-828-4800



Test Title-EDS Diagnostic Skill Level Inventory for Advanced Mathematics

1. Purpole_of test-To assess mathematics skills

2. Test description-A test with three sub-tests: mathematics
computation, mathematics concepts and mathematics applications

3. 1421LQUesl-Achievement and placement

4. Grade level range-5-8

5. Subject area(s)-mathematics

6. Jim jrcLiclinjdfltratIon-1 hour

7. Humber of Itgini-mathematics computation-32, concepts-28,
applications-30

8. Numbasliorma-pre instructional and post instructional

9. Scoring-manual

10. Date of pubilcatlott1979

11. Cost of materials -test booklet--$18.00 for a package of 20, answer
sheets--$10.00 for a package of 100, manual $2.25, specimen set-
$5.75

12. PublIshers_namgaggirmingLatme-Educational Diagnostic
Services, Inc.

P.O. Box 347
Valparaiso, IN 46383
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Test Title-EDS Diagnostic Skill Level Inventory for Advanced Reading

1, purpose of test-To assess reading/language skills

2. Test description-A test with four sub-tests: word meaning,
paragraph meaning, spelling and language

3. lyprafijg-Achievement and placement

4. Grade level range-5-8

5. Subject area(s)-reading/language

6. Time for administration -1 hour

7. Number of items-word meaning-20, paragraph meaning-118, spelling-
20, language-60

8. Number of forms -pra instructional and post instructional

9. Scoring-manual

10. Date of publication-1979

11. Cost pf materials: test booklet--$18.00 for a package of 20, answer
sheets--$10.00 for a package of 100, manual $2.25, specimen set-
$5.75

12. Publisher's name. address and phone-Educational Diagnostic
Services, Inc.

P.O. Box 347
Valparaiso, IN 46383



Test Title-EDS Diagnostic Skill Level Inventory for Basic Mathematics

1. Purpose of test-To assess math skills

2. Itsjitartilatjsm-A test with three sub-tests: mathematics
computation, mathematics concepts and mathematics applications

3. Type of test-Achievement ano placement

4. Grede level range-0-4

5. Subject areatsl-mathematics

6. lime for administration-1 hour

7. 'slumber of items- computation -32, concepts-28, application' -LO

8. m Evtiszofjpain -pre instructional and post instructional

9. Scoring-manual

10. Date of publication -1979

11. Cost of materia13-test booklet--$18.00 for a package of 20, answer
sheets--$10.00 for a package of 100, manual $2.25, specimen set-
$5.75

12. Publisher's name. address and phone-Educational Diagnostic
Services, Inc.

P.O. Box 347
Valparaiso, IN 46383



Test Title-EDS Diagnostic Skill Level Inventory for Basic Reading

1. Purpose of test-To assess reading/language skills

2. Test description-A test with four sut tests: word meaning,
paragraph meaning, spelling and language

3. Type of test-Achievement and placement

4. Grade level range-0-4

5. Subject areasl-reading/language

6. liragkrasinilnialrail2n-i hour

7. Number of Items-word meaning-20, paragraph meaning-18, spelling-
20, language-60

8. Number of forms-pre instructional and post instructional

9. Scoring-manual

10. Date of publication-1979

11. Cost of materials-test booklet-416.00 for a package of 20, answer
sheets--$10.00 for a package of 100, manual $2.25, specimen set-
$5.75

12. Publisher's name. address and ph InEducational Diagnostic
Services, Inc.

P.O. Box 347
Valparaiso, IN 46383



Test Title-EDS Diagnostic Level Inventory for Pre-reading

1. Purpose of test-To assess academic level of non-readers.

2. Test description-A test with three subtests: pictures, letters and
words. For non-English speaking, special education classes, and new
readers.

3. Type of test-Achievement and placement

4. Grade level range-0

5. Subject area(s)-vocabulary, letters of alphabet, beginning vocabulary

6. Time for administration-15 minutes

7. Number of Items-pictures--16, letters--26, words--20

8. Number of forms-pre instructional and post instructional

9. Scoring-manual

10. Date of publication-1980

11. Cost of materials -test booklet--$18.00 for a package of 20, answer
sheets--$10.00 package of 100, manual--$2.25, specimen sot--$7.25

12. Publisher's name. address and phone-Educational Diagnostic
Services, Inc.

P.O. Box 347
Valparaiso, IN 46383
(219) 464-2239



Test Title-EDS Diagnostic Skill Level Inventory for Science

1. Purpose of test -To assess skills in science at the GED/High School
Level.

2. Test description-A test with seven sub-tests: introduction to
physics, chemistry, geolugy, astronomy, bioicgy and physiology

3. Type of test-Achievement and placement

4. Grade level range-GED/High School 9-12

5. Subject area(s)- Science comprehension

6. Time for administration-1 hour

7. Number of Items-40

8. Number of forms-Pre instructional and post instructional

9. Scoring-manual

10. Pate of publication-1975

1. Cost of materials -test booklet--$18.00 package of 20, answer
sheets--$10.00 package of 100, manual--$2.25, specimen set--$6.25

12. publisher's name. address and plume-Educational Diagnostic
Services, Inc.

P.O. Box 347
Valparaiso, IN 46383
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Test Tit le-KDS Diagnostic Skill Level Inventory for Social Studies

1. Purpose of test-To assess skills in social studies at the GED/High
School level.

2. Test description-A test with six sub-tests: introduction to U.S.
History, econcmics, geography, government, and behavioral sciences.

3. Type of test-Achievement and placement

4. Grade level range-GED/High School 9-12

5. Bialegiargial-social studies

6. Time for administration-1 hour

7. Number of items-60

8. Number Qf forms-Pre instructional and post instructional

9. Scoring-manual

10. Date of publication -1978

11. Cost of materials-test booklet--$18.00 package of 20, answer
sheet--$10.00 package of 10, other--$2.25, specimen set--$6.25

12. Publisher's name. address and phone-Edcuational Diagnostic
Services, Inc.

P.O. Box 347
Valparaiso, IN 46383



Test Title-EDS Diagnostic Skill Level Inventory for Writing Skills

1. Purpose of test-To assess writing skills at GED/High School Level

2. Test description-A test with six sub-tests: grammatical usage,
me.thanics, spelling, sentence structure, diction/style, and
logic/organization.

3. Type of test-Achievement and placement

4. Grade level range-GED/High School 9-12

5. Subject area(s)-writing skills

6. Time for administration-1 hour

7. Number of Items-65

8. Number of forms-pre instructional and post instructional

9. Scoring-manual

10. jairr01

11. Cost of materials-test booklet--$16.00 for a package of 20, answer
sheets--$10.00 for a package of 100, manual, specimen set- -$6.25

12. Eilbaherinannaddrutandshang-Educational Diagnostic
Services, Inc.

P.O. Box 347
Valparaiso, IN 46383
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Test Title-EDS Skill Level !nventory for Mathematics

1. Purpose of test-Assess mathematics skills at the GED/High School
level

2. Test description-A test with four sub-tests: basic functions, algebra,
geometry and applications

3. Type of test-Achievement and placement

4. Grade level range-GED/High School 9 -12

5. Subject area(sl-mathematics

6. Entlaigingnifilritign-) hour

7. Number of Item -40

8. Bunter of forms-Pre Instructional-Post Instructional

9. Scoring-manual

10. Date of publication-1975

11. Cost of materials-test booklet--$14.00 for a package of 20, answer
sheets--$10.00 for a package of 100, manual--$2.25, and specimen
set--$6.25

12. Publisher's name. address and phone-Educational Diagnostic
Services, Inc.

Post office Box 347
Valparaiso, IN 46383
(219) 464-2239
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Test Title-EDS Diagnostic Skill Level Inventory for Reading Skills

1. Purpose of test -To assess reading /comprehension skills at GED/High
School level

2. Test description -A test with five sub-tests: general, reading,
prectic^.1 reading, prose inter., poetry inter, and drama inter.

3. Type of test-Achievement and placement

4. Grade level range-GED/High School 9-12

5. Subject areasl-reading comprehension

6. Time for administration-1 hour

7. Humber of Items-55

8. Number of forms-pre instructional and post instructional

9. Scoring-manual

10. Date of publication-1978

11. Cost of materials-test booklet--$18.00 for a package of 20, answer
sheets--$10.00 for a package of 100, manual--$2.25, specimen set-
$6.25

12. Publisher's name. Diagnostic
Services, Inc.

P.O. Box 347
Valparaiso, IN 46383
;219) 464-2239



Test Title-Iowa Tests of Basic Skills (Levels 5-14)/Tests of
Achievement and Proficiency (Levels 15-18)

1. Purpose of test-ITBS--provides comprehensive achievement of the
basic skills, TAP--provides comprehensive achievement of the basic
skills and academic proficiencies

2. lest description-ITBS-Achievement test battery for Grades K-8/9,
TAPS--Achievement test battery for grades 9-12

3. Type of test-Achievement

4. Grade level range-ITBS-grades K-8 or 9, TAP-grades 9-12

5. Subject area(s)-reading, language arts, study skills, mathematics,
social studies, science

6. Time for by levels, TAP--240 minutes

7. Number of Items-varies by level

8. Number of forms-ITBS--Form G all levels, Form H levels 7-14, TAP--
Form G, Form H

9. Scoring-both machine and hand scorable

10. Date of publication-September 1985

11. Cost of materlall-varies by test level :Ind type of booklet

12. publisher's name. address and phone-The Riverside Publishing
Company

8420 Bryn Mawr Avenue
Chicago, III 60631
(312) 693-0040

83
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Test Title-Mastery Review for Basic Essentials of Mathematics (pt. 1 &
pt. 2) Third Edition

1. Purpose of test-The Mastery Reviews indicate how well the student
has mastered the concepts and skills presented in the text. Areas
needing additional work will be determined.

2. Test description-The Reviews provide numerous examples of skills
taught in the text. The four basic math operations are addressed in Part
1 using whole numbers, fractions, decimals and word problems. Part 2
extends to include percents, measurement and formulas, ratios,
proportion, and simple equations.

3. Type of test- Achievement and diagnostic

4. Grade level range-5 through 9

5. Subject areas} -math

6. Time for administration-none

7. Number of Items part 1--398, part 2--266

8. Number of forms-1

9. $corIng-manual

10. Pate of publication-1986

11. Cost of msterials-worktext--$3.42

12. Publisher's name. address and phone-Steck-Vaughn Company
P.O. Box 2028
Austin, TX 78768
(512) 343-8227



Test Title-Mastery Test for Basic Essentials of Mathematics (part 1)

. Eurpose of test-Tha Mastery Tests in Part 1 and 2 are used to
measure each studert's success upon completion of the book.

2. Test description-Part 1 offers problems using the four basic math
operations with whole numbers, fractions, decimals, and word problems.
Part 2 tests for use of basic operations in these areas plus percents,
measurements & formulas, ratios, proportion and simple equations.
Tests are perforated for easy removal from text.

3. Type of test-Achievement

4. Grade level range-5 through 9

5. Subject areas) -math

6. 'line for administration-none

7. Number of Items-100 r, er test

8. Number of forms-1

9. Scoring- manual

10. Date of publication-1986

11. Cost of materlals-worktext--#3.42

12. Publisher's name. address and phone-Steck-Vaughn Company
P.O. Box 2028
Austin, TX 78768
(512) 343-8227
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Test Title-McCarthy Individual Diagnostic Reading Inventory

1. Purpose of test-The McCarthy Inventory is an economical placement
and planning tuol for classroom and reading teachers. Test items reveal
an individual pupil's reading level.

2. Test description-Part one consists of reading passages from primer
through grade twelve levels. Oral questions for each story draw on
fifteen speci;ic comprehension and thinking skills which are itemized
for et )ctive teaching. Part two is an optional survey of basic phonic
skills.

3. Typesdiest-Achievement, placement and diagnostic

4. Grade level range-primer through grade 12

5. Subject area(s}-reading, comprehension

6. Time for adnilitistrattoivaproximately two hours

7. Number of Items-four sections

8. Number of forms-12 forms, and 1 class record sheet

9. 5sgrIng-manual

10. Date of

11. Cost of materlais-teacher administration booklet--$6.50, individual
reading forms--$7.50, information booklet--$2.40, pupil booklet- -
$1.60

12. Publisher's name. address and phone-Educators Publishing
SeiViCb, Inc.

75 Moulton Street
Cambridge, MA
02238-9101
617) 547-6706
1-800-225-5750

9,)
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Test Title-Metropolitan Achievement Test

1. Purpose of test-comprehensive series of achevement tests in the
areas of reading, mathematics, language, science, and social studies

2. Test description-MAT 6 has two components - a Survey battery, which
covers a broad range of objectives in Grades K-12, and a diagnostic
package, consisting of three batteries

3. Type of test-Achievement

4. Grade level range-k.0 through 12.9

5. Subject area(s)-reading, mathematics, language, science, and social
studies

6. Ihni Liar...administration-Depends on grade level.

7. Number of Items-2

8. Number of forms-two alternate and equivalent forms, L & M, for
primary 1 through advanced 2. Preprimer and primer each have one form,
form L.

9. Scoring-both machine and hand scorable

10. Date of publication-1985

11. Cost of materials." and-scored--$12.50 for 35 tests, $2.25 for 3et
scoring stencils, machine-scored--$20.00 for 35 tests (varies with
grade level)

12. publisher's name. Dhane-Harcourt Brace Jovanovich,
Publishers

The Psychological Corp.
555 Academic Court
San Antono, TX 78204-0952
(512) 299-1061
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Test Title-Nelson Denny Reading Test

1. Purpose of test-To assess student achievement and progress in
vocabulary, comprehension, and reading rate.

2. Test reading survey test for high school and college
students and adults.

3. Type of test-Achievement and placement

4. Grade level range-High school, college and adults

5. &Mutinied-reading

6. Time for administration-35 minutes

7. Number of forms-2 (E & F)

8. Scoring-manual and machine scored

9. Date of publication-1981

10. Cost of booklet--$22.17 for a package of 35, answer
sheets--self-marking, package of 35--$22.08, machine scorable,
package of 35--$15.12, manual--$5.13

11. Publisher's name. address and phone-The Riverside Publishing Co.
8420 Bryn Mawr Avenue
Chicago, IL 60631
(312) 693-0040 or
1-800-323-9540



Test Title-Official GED Practice Test (Form A & B)

1. Purpose of test-Prepares students for the style, format and content
of the actual GED test.

2. lelldemsbal2n-Consists of two form, A & B, and each form has five
sub-tests. The tests are available in Spanish, English, audio and
software. After the student has completed both forms A & B, they will
be acquainted with the size and scope of the actual GED test.

3. Type of test-Achievement

4. Grade level range-6.0 to 7.0 readability level

5. Subject area(s)-writing skills, reading skills, science, social studies,
and math

6. Time for administration-3 1/2 hours for each form

7. Number of Items-five subtests ir, each form

8. Number of forms-two (A & B)

9. Scoring-both manual and machine (Sk,ftware version is self-scoring and
evaluating.)

10. Datil of publication-1983

11. Cost of materials-Each form includes 1 test book, 1 answer sheet
(English $2.15, Spanish $3.30). Other prices include: audio editions--
$46.20 each (Spanish Form A only), computer managed edition--$70. 00
(3 student disks, 3 instructor's disks, manuals, and both practice tests).

12. Publisher's name. address and phone-Cambridge Book Company
888 Seventh Avenue
New York, NY 10106
(212) 957-3000
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Test Title-Peabody Individual Achievement Test (PIAT)

1. Eurpsof test-A wide-range screening measure of achievement in
mathematics, reading, spelling, and general information (science, social
studies, the fine arts, and sports.

2. Test description-The PIAT includes 5 subtests contained in two
easel-kits, volume I and volume II. To administer all the tests, except
Spelling, the examiner simply displays each test plate to the student in
sequential order, and asks the corresponding question visible for his/her
side of the easel.

3. Type of test-achievement

4. Grade level range-k through 12 and adults

5. Med area(- mathematics, reading, spelling, and gene,ai
information (science, social studies, the fine arts, and sports)

6. Time for to 50 minutes

7. Number of Items-402 items

8. Number of forms-2

9. Scoring- manual

10. Date of publication-1970

11. Cost of materials-complete PLAT Test Kit: text plates in two easel
kits, manual, package of 25 individual record booklets--$76.00

12. Publisher's name, adciom and phone-American Guidance Service
Publisher's Building
P.O. Box 99
Circle Pines, MN

55014-1796
1-800-328-2560



Test rtle-SDR I' Spadafore Diagnostic Reading Test

1. purpose_of test-Provides a comprehensive assessment of reading
skills.

2. Test desalptIon-Four subtests assess word recognition, oral reading
and comprehension, silent reading mitprghension and listening
comprehension. The SDRT can ba used for screening or for a thorough
diagnosis of reading skills.

3. Iyasilleg-Achievament, placement and diagnostic

4. Grade level rave-Gradas 1 through 12 and adult

5. Sublect area(s)-reading/language

6. lime for administration-screening: 30 minutes/Diagnosis: 60
minutes

7. Number ofitems-Only a selected range of items need be administered
(approximately 200 total items)

8. Number of forms-1

9. Scorinq- manual

10. Date of publication-1983

11. Cost of materials-test booklet--package of 10 for $15.00, manual- -
$12.50, and test plates--$17.50

12. Eubliihgrinamlickuningaigna-Academic Therapy
Publications

20 Commercial Blvd.
Novato, CA 94947
(415) 883-3314
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Test TR le-Tests of Achievement and Proficiency (Form T)

1. Purpo,e of test-To assess high school student's progress in the basic
skills and basic curricular area

2. Tillilraredbfign-High School Achievement Test Battery

3. Type of test-Achievement

4. firaskjugjiano-9 through 12

5. Subject area(si-reading, math, language, science, social studies,
listening, writing (listening and writing optional)

6. Time for administration-Complete Battery--4 hours, Basic Battery-
-2 hours and 40 minutes

7. Number of Items-360 for complete, 240 for basic

8. Number of forms-2 (G & H)

9. ScorInsg-machine and manual with scoring masks

10. Date of publication-1986

11. Cost of materlalstest riooklet--$43.50 for a package of 35, answer
sheets--$15.00 for a package of 35, manual--$6.15, hand scoring
masks--$9.00

12. Publisher's name. address and phone-The Riverside Publishing Co.
8420 Bryn Mawr Avenue
Chicago, IL 60631
(312) 693-0040 or
1-800-323-9540



Test Title-Tests of Adult Basic Education

1. Purpose of test-Assess the level of skill of adults in basic reading,
language, and mathematics areas for the purposes of placing the
examinee in an educational program appropriate for instruction for an
examinee, evaluating instruction in a program or for a person, or
research.

2. Test description-in various levels there are tests of: Reading
vocabulary, reading comprehension, language mechanics, language
expression, spelling, mathematics computation, and mathematics
concepts and applications. A locator test tells which level of the main
battery of tests to administer. Scores are grade equivalents or scale
scores.

3. Type of test-Achievement, placement, and diagnostic

4. "Iraskleyeliange-1976 edition--2.6-9.6, 1986 edition--2.6-12.9

5. Subject area(s)- reading vocabulary, reading comprehension, language
mechanics, language expression, spelling mathematics computation, and
mathematics concepts and applications.

6. Time for administration -2 1/2 hours

7. number of forms-2 1967 edition, 2 1976 edition, 2 1986 edition, and
a 1986 shorter survey form

8. Date of publication - 1967, 1976, 1986

9. Scoring-hand-scoring for all edition, microcomputer scanning and
scoring for 1986 edition.

10. Cost of _materials-test booklet--$12.50 for 25 tests, set of scoring
stencils--$7.50

11. aiblIsher's name. address and phone-CTB/MCGraw-Hill
2500 Garden Road
Monterey, CA 93940
(408) 649-8400
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T 4. Title-The High School Equivalency Exam
General Educational Development

1. Purpose of test-Provides solid dev6'opmental instruction and testing
in the five areas of the GED test

2. Test description-Available in English and Spanish. Begins with a 3
1/2 hour predictor test to evaluate strengths and weaknesses. The text
integrates diagnosis, instruction, explanation, reinforcement, and
evaluation and includes self coaching, test making techniques, and seli-
pacing. The post test is a simulated full-length GED test.

Cambridge also carries individual subject tests that give simulated
tests and practice reinforcement. Everything in these subject books is
completely different from the materials in our comprehensive volume
GED text

3. Type of test-Achievement and diagnostic

4. Grade jeyel range-6.0 to 7.0 readability level

5. Subject area(s)-writing skills, reading skills, social studies and
mathematics

6. Time for admInisttatjaa-3 1/2 hour pretest, 6 1/2 hour simulated
CM

7. Number& forms -1 comprehensive text (The High School Equivalency
Exam), 5 individual subject tests, aid five exercise books

8. Scoring-both manual and machine

9. Date of pubilcatIon-1981

10. Cost of materials- comprehensive test--$7.45, individual subject
tests(5)--$5.25, exercise books(5)--$3.20, writing skills supplement
the high school equivalenc; exam-41.65, and N. Y. S. GED writing
sample --$1.95

11. %s_nanalig-Cambridge Book Company
888 Seventh Avenue
New York, NY 10106
(212) 957-5300
(212) 957-5300
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Test Title-Career Ability Placement Survey (CAPS)

1. Purpose of tes'eCAPS is an ability Lattery which is keyed to
occupational clusters for use in career exploration and educational
planning.

2. Test is a comprehensive, multi-c imensional battery
designee to efficiently measure abilities keyed to entry requirements
for the majority of jobs in each of fourteen occupational clusters. The
CAPS provides 8 five minute tests: mechanical reasoning, spatial
relations, verbal reasoning, numerical ability, language usage, word
knowledge, perceptual speed and accuracy and manual speed and
dexterity. The CAPS yields scores that are int eted independently as
well as in terms of career and educational decision-making worksheets.

3. Type of tests-Ability and placement battery

4. Grade level rano-Junior high, high school, college and adults

5. Subject area(s)-Career guidance

6. Ijme for Ldministration-50 minutes

7. Number ofltems -440, 8 tests within one battery ranging from 20 to
over 300 items

8. Number of forms-2

9. Scoring-both manual and machine scoring available (EDITS machine)

10. Date Cpublicatizyl 976, 1979, 1981

11. Cost of materlals-test booklet-self-scoring--package of 25 at
$50.00, package of 100 at $193.00, packages of 500 at $P50.00 per
package, machine-scoring--package of 25 at $30.00, packag of 100 at
$102.00, package of 500 at $495.00, CAPS specimen set--$6.50,
manual--$1.50

12. Publisher's name. address and phone-EDITS
Atn.: Lisa Lee, Ph.D.
P.O. Box 7234
San Diego, CA 92107
(619) 222-1666



Test title- Comprehensive Tests of Basic Skills (CTBS)

1. Purpose of test - Norm - referenced achievement test that measures
basic skills in reading, language, spelling, mathematics, reference

science, and sorial studies.

2. Tat gracripilon-M9asures the degree of basic skills designed for and
standardized on a wide variety of students. The basic skills are
classified in four major tests (reading, languags, arithmetic, & social
studies), each of which is subdivided into two or three subtests.

3. Type of test-comprehensive

4. Grade level range-k through 12.9

5. Subject area(sl-reading, language, spelling, mathematics, reference
skills, science, and social studies

6. Time for administration -varies on grade level

7. Number of Items-varies on grade level

8. Number of forms -Forms U & V

9. Sgsztag-both manual and mc_tine scored

10. Date ig publ:catIon-1985

11. Cost of materials.Test review kits (k-12)--$29.25, primary (k-3),
intermediate (4-6), and secondary (7-12)--$17.35 each

12. Embligganamgagicirmatanciame-CTB/MCGraw-Flill
2500 Garden Road
Monterey, CA 93940
1-800-538-9547
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Test Title- Peabody Picture Vocabulary Tests--Revised (1981)

1. Purpose of test-The PPVT-R measures an individual's receptive
(hearing) vocabulary for standard American English and provides, at the
same time, a quick estimate of verbal ability or scholastic aptitude.

2. Test descdat[gn-an individually administered wide-range measure of
hearing vocabulary that uses a graduated series of 175 plates bound into
an easel. Each plate contains four pictures. To administer the scale, the
examiner shows a plate and says the corresponding stimulus word. The
child or adult points to, or otherwise indicates, the picture which best
illustrates the meaning of the stimulus word.

3. Type of test - Intelligence'

4. ciziagglexplingL-2 1/2 to adult

5. Subject area(s)-Vocabulary

6. Time for administration -10 to 20 minutes (untimed)

7. Number of items-175 item

8. Number of forms -2 (A & B), 1 form, picture booklet, expanded manual

9. Scoring-manual

10. Date of publication-1981

11. Cost of materials-test booklet--$14.00, PPVT-R Test Kit--Form L:
Includes 175 test plates in spiral bound easel, manual, package of 25
individual test records in shelf box. ($35.75)

12. Eublisligfinimg,ishirmindjahme,-American Guidance Service
Publishers' Building

P.O. Box 99
Circle Pines, MN

55014-1796
1-800-328-2560
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Test Title-Revised Beta Examination (BETA II)

1. Purpose of test-Provides a measure of mental ability without
requiring examinees to read.

2. Test description-Beta II consists of six separately timed tests,
mazes, coding, paper form boards, picture completion, clerical checking,
and picture absurdities.

3. Type of test-Nonverbal ability tests

4. Grade level range -Ages 16-59

5. Subject area(s)-mental ability

6. Time for administration-30 minutes

7. Number of forms -one form of the test (six separately timed tests)

8. Scoring-manual

9. Date of publ!catIon-1978

10. Cost of materials Examination kit: text booklet, demonstration
booklet, and manual for $11.00

11. EuhikhgamimitaaddreiLand phone-Harcourt Brace Jovanovich
The Psychological Ccrp.
555 Academic Court
San Antonio, TX

78204-0952



Test title-Tests of Aural Comprehension

1. Purpose of test-A test designed to measure a subject's understanding
of spoken English.

2. Test description-The three 90-item forms are equivalent in level of
difficulty and context, and use the same test booklet and answer sheet.
The student hears either a question or statement and responds by
marking the appropriate written answer choice.

3. Type of test-Ability

4. Grade level range-adult

5. Sulactingifid-normal everyday situations

6. Time for administration-25 minutes

7. Number of Items-90 (on 3 forms for a total of 270)

8. Number of forms-3

3. Scoring-manual

10. Date of publication-1969

11. Cost of materials -test booklet--20 for $8.00, answer sheets 100
for $4.00, manual--$2.25, cassettes--$15.00, scoring stencil--$2.00

12. publisher's name. address and phone-English Language Institute
The University of Michigan
2015 N. University Bldg.
Ann Arbor, MI 48109
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Test Title-Woodcock-Johnson Psycho-Education Battery

1. Purpose of test-The Woodcock-Johnson Psycho-Educational Battery
delivers comprehensive assessment in the areas of cognitive ability,
scholastic aptitude, academic achievement, and interest level.

2. Test description-The Woodcock-Johnson is the only individually
administered test battery with common norms on intelligence,
achievement, interests and adaptive behavior. High reliability, validity,
and extensive research and standardization make the WJ an assessment
system of the highest technical quality.

3. Typo of test-Comprehensive

4. ode level range-ages 3-80

5. Subject area(sl-broad cognitive ability, verbal ability, reasoning,
perceptual speed, memory, reading, math, written language, and
knowledge aptitude

6. Time for administration-approximately 2 hours (untimed)

7. Number of Items-over 300 test items

8. Number of formktwo

9. Scorin9-manual or computer scoring available

10. Date of publication-1977

11. Cost of materlektest booklet--$79.00, answer sheets--$20.00 for
25 response booklets, manual--$10.50 each (2), complete program- -
$155.00 (test booklets 1 and 2, 50 response booklets, examiner's
manual 1 and 2)

12. Publisher's name. address and phone-DLM, Inc.
One DLM Park
Allen, Texas 75002
(214) 248-6300
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Test Title-Career Occupational Interest Inventory (Form R, COPS-R)

1. Purpose of test-The COPS Form R Interest Inventory is parallel to the
COPS Interest Inventory and guides examinees in the exploration of
occupations in terms of career clusters leading to career decision-
making and educational planning.

2. Test description-The COPS (Form R) provides job activity related
scores related to occupational clusters in terms of simplified language
and the use of single norms written at a sixth grade level with the
whole unit presented in a single, easy to follow programmed booklet
including sample occupations keyed to major sources of detailed job
information. Interpretation of the scores provides a list of abilities,
suggested activities to acquire work experience, course of study,
college majors and decision-making worksheets for career exploration
and educational planning guide.

3. Type of test-Interest Inventory

4. Grade level range-6th grade through adult

5. Subject area(s)-Career guidance

6. Time for admInistration.20 to 30 minutes

7. Number of Itemg-168

8. Number of forms-2

9. Scoring-both manual and machine (EDITS)

10. Pate of publication-1984

11. Cost of materlalsself scoring test booklets--package of 25 at
$17.25, package of 100 at $62.00, package of 500 at $293.00, machine-
scored--package of 25 at $9.00, package of 100 at $32.35, package of
500 at $151.50, specimen set--$3.25, manual--$1.50

12. Publisher's name. address and phone-EDITS
Attn.: Lisa Lee, PH. D.
P.O. Box 7234
San Diego, CA 92107
(619) 222-1666
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Test Title-Career Occupational Preference System (Form P, COPS-P)

1. Purpose of test-The COPS-P Interest Inventory is designed for use in
guiding examinees in the exploration of occupations in terms of career
clusters for exploring career and educational decision-making in the
professional world of work.

2. 1 Test description-The COPS-P Interest Inventory provides job activity,.
scores related to occupational cluster, of which each is keyed to choice
of college major and major sources of detailed job information The
COPS-P, designed for professional oriented individuals, provides a list
of related skill and abilities, suggested college majors and courses
related to possible career choice leading to a career decision making
worksheet and an educational planning guide.

3. Type of test-Interest Inventory

4. Grade level range-Senior High School, college, and adult professionals

5. Subject areas } - Career guidance

6. Time for admInistratiort.20 to 30 minutes

7. Number of Items-192 items

8. number of forms-2

9. Scoring-both machine and hand scored

10. ateatjathlicangn-1982

11. Cost of materials-self-scoring booklet--package of 25 at $8.75,
package of 100 at $32.00, package of 500 at $151.00, machine-scored
booklet--package of 25 at $9.00, package of 100 at $32.25, package of
500 at $151.50, specimen set-$6.00, manual--$1.50

12. Publisher's name. address and phone-EDITS
ATTN.: Lisa Lee, PH. D.
P.O. Box 7234
San Diego, CA 92107
(619) 222-1666
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Test Title-Career Occupational Preference System Intermediate Inventory
(COPS II)

1. purpose of test-The COPS Intermediate Inventory provides a rating of
interests for younger students and those at higher levels for whom
reading or language present difficulties, or where motivations!
considerations are of special concern regarding career decision
expioration and educational planning.

2. Test description-The COPS Intermediate Inventory provides a rating
of interests based to a large extent on knowledge of school subiacts and
activities familiar to elementary and intermediate grade students and
provides interest cluster scores and sample occupations keyed to major
sources of job information abilities and school courses and activities
leading to a career decision making worksheet and our educational
planning guide.

3. Type of test-interest inventory

4. Grade level range-elementary through high school and those with
reading or language difficulties (4th grade reading level).

5. Subject area(sl-career guidance

6. lime for administration-20 to 20 minutes

7. Numbet of Items-112 items

8. Number of forms-1

9. Scoring-manual

10. Date of publication-1981

11. Cost of materials -test booklet--package of 25 at $18.25, package of
100 at $67.00, package of 500 at $313.00, specimen set--$2.50,
manual--$1.50

12. EubflaheammeatargautagUth EDITS
Attn.: Lsa Lee, Ph. D.
P.O. Box 7234
San Diego, CA 92107
(619) 222-1666
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Test Title-Career Occupational Preference System Interest Inventory
(COPS)

1. Purpose of test-The COPS-P Interest Inventory is designed for use in
guiding examinees in the exploration of occupations leading to career
decision making and educational planning.

2. Test description-The COPS Interest Inventory provides job activity
scores related to occupational clusters, of which each is keyed to
curriculum choice and college majors as well as relating to sources of
detailed job information. The COPS provides an interpretation sheet
with sample occupations, abilities required, suggested activities to
acquire work experience, a decision-making worksheet and educational
planning guide, to assist in choosing a career.

3. Type of test-Interest Inventory

4. Grade level range-7th grade through high school, college, and adult
professionals

5. Subject area(s } - Career guidance

6. Time, for admintstratlori-20 to 30 minutes

7. Number of Items-168 items

8. Number of forms-2

9. Scoring -both machine and hand scored

10. Date qt_publIcatIon-1982

11. Cost of materials -self- scoring booklet--package of 25 at $8.75,
package of 100 at $32.00, package of 500 at $151.00, machine-scored
booklet--package of 25 at $9.00, package of 100 at $32.25, package of
500 at $151.50, specimen set--$6.25, manual--$1.50

12. Publisher's name. address and phone-EDITS
ATTN.: Lisa Lee, PH. D.
P.O. Box 7234
San Diego, CA 92107
(619) 222-1666
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Test Title-Ohio Vocational Interest Survey: Second Edition

1. purpose of test-The second edition of the Ohio Vocational Interest
Survey is designed to assist adults as wi II as students with vocational
and educational plans.

2. Test deserIptlon-The into inventory consist of 253 job
activities to whi-oh the examinee responds on a 5-point scale, from "like
very much to "dislike very much." The activities represent the entire
spectrum of occupations in the U.S. and are grouped into 23 clusters
represented by 23 interest scales. Each scale is made up of 11 job
activities.

3. Type of test - interest survey

4. Grade level range-8 through 12

5. Subject mai-manual and machine work, attitude, skilled services,
communication, management

6. IlaLtquidgililittragikuntimed, approximately 45 minutes

7. Number giligma-directions for administration, manual for
interpreting, guide to career exploration and answer sheets

8. Rotor of forms-1

9. Stgring-hand scored and machine scored (available from T' .a
Psychological Corporation

10. fate of

11. Cost of materials-examination kit--student booklet, directions for
administering, MRC answer document, MRC scoring certiftate, hand-
scorable answer folder, norms & scale clarity tables--$6.50

12. publishers name. address and Axle-Harcourt Brace Jovanovich,
Publishers

The Psychological Corp.
555 Academic Court
San Antonio, TX
78204-0952
(512) 299-1061
1-800-228-0752
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Test Th:e-Wide Range Interest - Opinion Test

1. Purpose of test-To obtain a non-verbal assessment of vocational
interests along with several more general attitude factors.

2. Test descrlotlon -150 panes with three pint, tore on each page with
forced choice of activity most liked and least liked. Results are age and
sex-normed clusters of vocational interest.

3. Type of tests-Diagnostic and interest

4. Grade level range-1 through post-college

5. %abject area(- vocational interests

6. Time for admInIstratIon-45 minutes

7. Number of

8. Number of forms-3 (1 answer sheet, 1 profile sheet, 1 test booklet)

9. Scoring-both manual and machine

10. Cost of materials -test booklet--$12.00
answer sheets-410.50 (pkg. of 50)
manual-424.50
scoring stencils--$39.95
report forms--$10.50 (pkg. of 50)

11. Publishers name. address and phone-Jastak Associates
1526 Gilpih Avenue
Wilmington, DE 19806
1-800-221-WRAT
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Tast Title-Career Orientation Placement and Evaluation Survey (COPES)

1. Purpose of test-The COPES is designed for use in career exploration
courses to measure the values component of the self-awareness
curriculum. The COPES has demonstrated comprehensive measurement
of personal values on vocational motivation and values.

2. Test descripfloa-The COPES is designed for use in career exploration
in both Industrial and educational counseling situations and provides
comprehensive measurement of work values for use in career planning in
conjunction with COPS (interest) and CAPS (abilities). The scales
measured are: investigative vs. accepting, practical vs. carefree,
independence vs. conformity, leadership vs. supportive, orderliness vs.
non-compulsive, recognition vs. privacy, aesthetic vs. realistic, and
social vs. self-concern.

3. Type of test-Work values survey

4. Grade level range-7th grade through high school, college, and adult

5. eject area(al-career guidance, work values

6. Time for adminlatration-30 to 50 minutes

7. Number of Items-128 items

8. Number of forms-2

9. Scoring-both manual and machine (EDITS machine)

10. Pate of publication-1981

11. Cost of materialp.self-scoring booklet--package of 25 at $8.75,
package of 100 at $32.00, package of 500 at $151.00, machine-
scoring--package of 25 at $9.00, package of 100 at $32.25, package of
500 at $151.50, specimen set--$2.75, manual--$1.50

12. Publisher's name. addrtss and phone-EDITS
Attn.: Lisa Lee, Ph. D.
P.O. Box 7234 .

San Diego, CA 92107
(619) 222-1666
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Test Title-Hall Occupation Oriwtation Inventory (Adult Basic Form)

1. Purpose of test-To emphasize the many possibilities for the test-
taker's future, and to encourage the broadening of his/her perception of
potentials and priorities in the world of work.

2. Test description-The Inventory consists of 110 statements regarding
work attitudes or situations. The respondent is to rate each of these
statements: most desirable"; not important"; "undesirable"; or "very
desirable"; and then complete his/her own profile sheet.

3. Type of test-occupational

4. Grade level range -grade 3 through adults (The adult basic form is for
reading--handicapped adults.)

5. Subject area(s)-22 job characteristics in three broad scales: values
and needs, job characteristics, and worker traits

6. Time for administration-30 to 40 minutes

7. Humber of

8. Number cf forms-3 through intermediate

9. Scoring-Both manual and machine are available. Self-scored is
recommended.

10. Date of publication-1976

11. Cost of materials-test '000klet--$15.50 for a package of 20, answer
sheets--$9.00 for a package of 20, manual--$7.00 each, interpretive
folder--$9.00 package of 20, Career Education Reador--$5.00 each

12. Publisher's name. address and phone-Scholastic Testing Service,
Inc.

480 Meyer Road
Bensenville, II 60106-8056
(312) 766-7150



Test Title-Reading-F 3e Vocational Interest Inventory

1. Purpose of test-A vocational interest test that measures vocational
interest of mentally retarded and learning disabled individuals at the
unskilled, semi-skilled, and skilled occupatonal levels.

2. Test description -The inventory consists of a series of 55 sets of
three drawings each, depicting different job tasks. In a forced choLe
approach, the examinee marks the one occupational activity he or she
most prefers in each set of pictures. Individually or group administored.

3. Type of test-vocational preference

4. Grade level range-7 through 12, ages 13 through adult

5. Subject area(s)-Vocational: Automotive, Building trades, clerical,
animal care, food service, patient care, horticulture, housekeeping,
personal service, laundry, and materials handling

6. Time for admInIstratlgaless than 20 minutes

7. Number of Items-55 triads

8. Number of forms-1 test booklet for males & females

9. Scor In-manual (scores are shown on ai individual profile sheet)

10. Date of publication-1981

11. Cost of materlals-test booklet--1 package of 20--$24.00, 2-11
packages @$21.55, manual $8.30, occupational Title List--$11.90

12. Publlo;-.2r's name. address and phone-Elbern Publications
P.O. Box 09497
Columbus, Ohio 43209
(614) 235-2643
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